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Hoc tibi; nee tanto careat mihi nomine charta. 
- TIBULLUS , BOOK 4, I, 26. 
I dedicate this to you, that my book may 
not be without so great a name. 
To His Excellency, the Most Reverend 
Edward F. Hoban, S. T. D., LL.D., whose 
spiritual guidance and personal interest 
in the welfare of John Carroll University 
have been for us an inspiration as well as 
a lesson in generous service and Catholic 
leadership, this fifth volume of the Carillon 
in loving gratitude is respectfully dedicated. 
F:vt: 
s •• 
FOREWORD 
This university of ours has undergone a 
profound change since the last edition of the 
Carillon was presented to the students and 
friends of John Carroll in 1942. The war left its 
impression on university life. The peace can do 
no less. 
The transition period is over now; the new 
era is under way-and we are part of it. We, the 
editors of the 1948 Carillon, have tried to capture 
the essential features of the many phases of a 
year at Carroll. Words cannot begin to tell the 
whole story; pictures cannot show all of the 
action. 
True worth of a book is to be found in the 
many hours of pleasant recollection stimulated 
by a glance at each page. To the graduates, may 
it be the foundation of reminiscence; to the un-
dergraduates, may it be the links of endeavor. 
Here is your book. 

Ei~ht 
The education of a university man is a huge responsibi li ty. It is 
more than the impres ion of fact and theory in the mind of the student; 
it is an intellectual, physical, spiritual, and mora l development- it is the 
molding of a man. Of this gigantic task our faculty have nobly acquitted 
themselves. They have made their studen ts nor mere catalogues of knowl-
edg~; rather they have molded them into in te lligen t Catholic gentlemen . 
To the Revs. George J. Pickel, S .J ., (died , M ay 21, 1948) and 
Joseph A. Kiefer, S.J ., who this year celebra te their D iamond Jubilee as 
member of the Society of J esus we, the seniors of '48, extend our sincerest 
c ngratu!ations. Through the years their astute scholarship and unselfish 
devotion to their chosen work have served as an inspiration to their 
students. 
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This fifth publication of the Carillon comes to you after a lapse 
occasioned by the war years, but it seeks the same purposes and 
carries the same treasures as its predecessors. It is a volume laden 
with the scenes and friends of your scholastic years, to help preserve 
these associations as they pass from fond reality into rich memory. 
The future that is to accomplish this transition will be shaped by 
intellectual and volitional powers that draw upon memory for their 
functional adherence to the principles of Christ fostered within you 
by your Alma Mater. Memory, too, attended by imagination will 
preserve with increasing mellowness the sentimental values that 
inevitably attach themselves to a poetic past. Such a souvenir volume 
as the Carillon, therefore, has a very proper place among the publi -
cations sponsored by your University. It is an instrument suggestive 
of the wholesome spiritual and intellectual environment that assisted 
the formation of the ideals which should guide you throughout life 
and which consequently deserve frequent renewal. At the same time 
it is a means of vicarious return to scholastic associations that 
should remind you always of your permanent place in the growing 
family of faculty, alumni, students, benefactors, and friends of John 
Carroll University. 
It is my earnest and fond hope that the Carillon will help to preserve, 
at least by a kind of connotation, the virtues of mind, of chivalry, 
and of sanctity which have featured your student days and that 
at the same t ime it will appropriately serve to hold the justly senti -
mental treasure of those days permanently before you. May it prove 
a good companion in your future progress toward God, whose divine 
benevolence I wish you always. 
FREDERICK E. WELFLE, S. J. 
President, John Carroll University 
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The pnmary purpose of any higher educational in-
stitution is to develop a man's intellectual capacities. 
Through contact with the great minds of literature, 
art, and science. the mind of the student obtains sound-
ness of concept and clarity of vision which arc funda-
mental to every successful career. Intricate problems 
which confront the student in the pursuit of his scholas· 
tic endeavors equip him with the necessary understand-
ing, patience, and perseverance necessary for the achieve· 
mrnt of his temporal and spiritual aims. The mental 
training pursued within these walls is the first step in 
the molding of the man. 
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Thtrd Row: T. ] . olan, ] . B. Egg!, F. P. Lihvar, E . M . Schaub, R. F. Schwonek, C. S . Allanson, ] . M . Walton. 
Firfl Row: R. L. Majewski, R. H . Bradner, G . LaCava, G . Kmiecik, j . L. Keefe, S.]. Broda, W. P. Barker, ]. S. Kundrath. 
Seco 11d Row: A . ] . McMahon, A. P. Duffy, j. A. Toth, W . R. Dineen, A. Osranck, D . j . Sliwinski, T . L. McGovern, 
J. ]. Lennon, M . ]. Budziak. 
Thud Row: R. j . Michalak, F. A. Kern, K. C. Knapp, L. ). Cummings, \VI. j. Cummings, J. R. Gallagher, D . ]. Garapic, 
L. K. O'Donnell , E. M . Ou imet. 
Firfl Row: W . j . Unger, T. P. Doyle, W. J. Staab, F. E. Hickey, ]. E. Movie! , R. L. Pererlin, E. D. Lucarelli . 
Seco11d Row: E. j. Hinger, R. Sauer, ]. H . Petersen, R. M . Carr, ] . j . Mathews, T. E. Tighe, \Y/ . ] . Marrin . 
Third Row: E. A. Husney, R. C. Melena, j. T. Habanek, j . R. Yuhas, j . j . Callahan, j. ]. Golubski , j. R. Schwab, S. G . 
l gnaur, J. ]. Rarh. 
Fnfl Row: ] . F. Stuber, R. j . Folger, T. F. Doyle, R. P. McManus, C. ]. Swedenburg, T. E. Bachman, 0. ]. McDermott, 
W . j . Gill. 
eco11d Row: G . ] . Sredronsky, j . W . Dolan, F. A . Kleinhenz, T. ] . Hamann, D. C. DiFino, j . A . Burke, C. L. Hawkins, 
R. F. M cCarthy . 
Third Row: ] . W . Friedel, ]. P. O 'Donnell , R. ]. Gunderman, ) . G. Palazs, ]. R. Lasch, D . L. Vondriska, F. C. Ruther, 
R. j . Ciehanski, G . D . Vanduh. 
Forty-11i1J~ 
Firu Row: R. A. Leitch, D. A. Petrofes, K. R. Callahan, R. ] . Peck, E. ] . Keppler , 0 . Cowdr ick, ] . B. McGoff, T. L. T err y. 
Second Row: ] . ) . Stanard, F. ). O 'Neill, \VI. K. Cuyler, R. W arren, E. T. Cooney, P. R. Woodman, \VI. ). Schirmer, G. T. 
Krakowiak, ). J. Braun. 
Third Row: ) . F. Warren, F. . Knauf , ]. E. O 'Nei ll, \VI. ] . O 'Brya n, R. M. Walton, R. L. euberr, j. ]. Moavero, R. L. 
Miller, R. ]. Downs, F. X. Burns. 
First Row: R. P. Ciehanski, T . P. M cPhillips, ]. P. Fenton, R. D . Keller, j . E. Kastelic, j. J. N ovorny , j . ]. Wick, M . A. 
Lekson . 
eco11d Row: T. E. Cunningham, j . A. Hoffman, R. T. Chay, ]. ]. Reymann , ). F. McMahon, L. ]. Keller , T. ]. Elwell. 
Third Row: ]. \VI . Davis, ] . F. Hartman , R. K. Litrle , I. G . Doptis, L. j. Valko, J. F. English, T. W . Dillon, T . ). Ra-
leigh, W . ]. Walsh. 
First Row: T. C. Fox, D. ]. Schlemmer, E. P. Murphy, R. T . jennings, A. F. Sibila, L. W. Mospan, F. G . VanBergan, 
\VI. E. Burroway. 
Second Row: B. ). Ulman, G. G . Frye, R. R. Rancour, E. I. Stanton, L. ] . Kelly, C. M . Baltes, j. A . Jacoby, R. F. Heyer, 
J. J. Sedlacek. 
Th.rd Row: \VI. L. Braucher, D. j. Krukowski, R. M . Me ally, N. A . Parries , j. F. Sweeney, E . A. Cole, ]. ) . Heil , ] . 0. 
Ankenbrandt , ]. F. Matuscak, R. J. Beaudry. 
Fifty 
First Row: R. ]. 13cdcll , R. G . Gst3lder, ]. M. Ochs, ] . R. Ruff: ng, F. E. Burns, T. A. DJmbro, N . ] . Burkhart. 
Seco11d Row: S. L. Misencik, R. I. Berk, H . ]. Myron, C. K. Kos~er, M . T. Mahon, A . ] . Blepp, A . M . Dumchas, 
V . P. Gibl!n. 
Third Row: L. Howland, D . G . H ohl, D. E. Sli fe, G . N. Pbvac, R. A. Novak, C. E. Sweeney, ] . ]. Sullivan, F. ] . S: hwarrz, 
R. E. Schulte . 
Firs/ Row: ]. Bittoe, Jr., R. E. R3b:deau, ] . ] . Csurilb, T. E.Antonelli, R. E. Dingman, C. A. Marks, R. ]. Svigel , W . R. 
Mehler. 
Seco11d Row: ]. R. Danicic, W. H . M3ck, ] . F. Quilter, T. ] . Keenan , V. F. Stewart, R. W . Geis, ]. ] . McCuddcn, R. C. 
Sweeney. 
Third Row: T. ] . Murphy, W. E. Feuerstein, G . E. Wurm, D . W . Gibbons, E. ] . Podwojski, R. ] . Funk , W . W . Mala-
nowski, R. E. Ellsworth , E. F. Koprowski, P. ]. Deighan. 
Firn Row: ]. F. Leonard, E. ]. M cGuigan, P. ) . Williams, R. ]. Knotek, ) . F. Hurley, ] . W . Gehring. 
Suond Ro1v: R. D . ovario, R. E. O'Donnell , E. G . Jackson, H . C. ash, W . R. Leavitt, C. A . Milnickel, R. L. Kastelic. 
Third Row: R. R. Day, L. W. Neff, H . Trenkamp, ]. M . Brennan, R. A. Stack, R. L. Longville, D . C. Maurer, R. B. 
Sullivan. 
First Row: W . R. Sell , F. H . Smith, G. W . Smith, J. L. Robb, P. C. Kearney, ]. R. Medley. 
Second Row: W . G. Wilson, ]. Polko, A. R. Colasurd, E. V. Fisco, W . A. Murphy, j. R. Krenn, P. J. Kellv . 
Third Row: A. M. D iM arco, W. T. Nachtrab, R. C. Duff y. C. S. s~hilling, R. H . Lee, R. T. Heller, H . T. Gilmon. 
First Row: L. L. Lesniak, D . E. H lfcr, R. C. Baugh , ]. ]. Raymond, D. M . Ginley. 
Second Row: F. A . Seger, j. P. M cSweeney, D. C. Ulmann, j . W . Eisenmann, R. F. Maria, j . D . Calkins. 
Third Row: E. P. Reilly, C. j . Polinek, T. B. Fitzgerald, V. P. Mancuso, G . P. Ward . 
Fmt Row: ]. G. Popovirch, F. 0 . Calkins, R. C. Heinz, R. E. Walsh. 
Second Row: ]. V. U skart, S. W. Cychler, ] . V. Whelan, ] . ] . Mueller, F. A . Colimano. 
Third Row: R. F. Fink, C. A . Conry, E. C. H awkins, ]. F. Slattery, P . ]. Collins, W . j . Roscelli . 
Fo{l y·t•·o 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
James D. Fitzgerald 
Richard O'Brien 
George R. Pokorny 
Thoma Tobin 
FRESHMEN 
Fifty-thra 
First Row: R. A. Burkhardt, P . L. Clancy, ). E. Abood, A. H . Sobul, R. A. Dambach . 
• uond Row: C. F. Smith, D. S. Reidy, ). J. Conway, F. J. Michel•, G. G . Grisez. 
Third Row: R. J . Christopher, C. A. Spaniol, J. A. Kappos, ]. L. Pcramplc, G . F. Joughin. 
Firfl Ron: J. C. Reyburn, R. J . M ajewski , A. Jones, G . G. Zencoe, E. ). Johnson, F. P. DugJn, T. C. Wesrropp. 
Suond Row: R. M . Storey, R. W . Mohney, ). P. Tiefenbach, K. M . Barry, ). P. Cassidy, R. L. Kemter, L. A . Poss, G . A . 
Uher. 
Tlmd Row: J . R. Moran, C. !vi. Casey, G. A . Kray, J . E. Hallissy, G . J . Frantz, P. A. 0' eill, J. A . Heywood, P. H. 
Easly, W. T. Dougherty, J . E. Hart. 
First Row: W. Thompson, R. Alexovich, W . Foy, ). Kinne y, J . Donnelly, R. Higgins, E. O 'Leary, H . Milano. 
uond Row: S. Halasz, J. Bicll , F. Corrigan, M . Dougherty, J . Saunders, J . Tenhagen, . Giaitta, L. La Riccia. 
Third Row: R. Masek, P. Drexler, ). Barker, R. Durbin, J . Hill, G. Conley, J . Jansen. 
Fi/Jy.four 
First Row: C. ]. Yetza, ]. M . Flain, P. E. Raleigh, R. E. agel, E. L. Wiels, ] . A. Shea, G . Stropkay, D. P. Bonamino. 
Seco"d Row: T. L. Blade, P. ] . Boylan, R. W . Gable, ] . F. Lurngston, D . L. Finnegan, H. T . Fay, ]. F. McMullen, R. E. 
Gurney, E. G . Fannon. 
ThiYd Ron•: ) . ]. King, C. ]. Dybala, W . ). Takacs, ). G . Flament, F. ). Bcrnhardy, A. Aurilio, C. /VI . Struffolino, F. Wil-
liams, ) . ) . Livingston , ) . T . Murray. 
First Row: ] . W . Coakley, ) . A. Norris, ]. L. Chmura, R. ]. Maroney, L. ] . Baylog, ] . R. McCabe. T. ]. Hanrahan. 
eco"d Row: T . ]. Moehler, G . H . Corrigan, F. Myslensky, P. P. Lukpctrcs, F. E. Shannon, ]. ] . Kusner, H . A. Harvey, 
T. E. Caron, W . M. Reh . 
Third Row: ] . R. Reilly, C. H . Ferry, C. A. Porter, C. T. Kapushinski, ] . A. Carrabine, R. E. Jol iat, ]. R. Bohn, ]. A. 
Kotrany. 
First Row: C. M . Zychowsk-i , M . W . elson, ]. H . Tipton, F. M . Singer, R. F. Lundberg, T . P. O'Donnell , E. ] . Kolman. 
Second Row: H . ] . Murray, B. S . Herbage, ] . E. Martin, R. ]. McCabe, F. X . Morrison, C. E. Thompson, G . P. Pokorny. 
Third Row: ) . F. Cowdrick, T. T. McLaughlin, N. Turoff, T. Meaney, K. Fergus, W . Pentek, M . Sexton, D . Shea. 
Fifty-{IVt 
Firs/ Row: R. F. Dailey, ]. E. Fcccsrncr, F. C. Schmitzer, E. F. Poss, F. W. Comeriato, P. P. Wcisbarth , P. B. F<trrcll, 
F. E. Kmiec·k, j. ]. Young. 
,\e<o11d Row: D. H . Rowe, R. P. Belitz, R. j. Vidensek, L. R. Dybzinski , ]. F. Dreiling, R. A. Seeley, L. O zan, R. A. Beck· 
man, R. R. Podwojski. 
T hird Row: G. A. Eckert, ]. L. McCormick, T. L. Gw1n, F. C. Joh<tnek, ) . S. Maloney, ] . F. Henncsy, ) . M . Rc ifsn idcr, 
]. ) . Schwanz, E. W. Schnell, W. j . Sw•taj, N. . Mlachak, W . A. Walker. 
First Row: R. E. H 'ser, S. P. Rosa, A. T. Pa~nc, A. S. Laudani , D A. Becker, E. ]. Kelly, T. ]. Sullivan. 
eco11d Row: W . C. Neff, R. E. Bair, G. C. Cook, ] . T. Dodd, D. E. Gallagher, A. E. Toth, E. R. Frarianne, R. F. 
Foldcnaucr. 
T hird Row: ]. R. Mackay, ] . G . Ginty, P. A. Finn, B. L. Dragon, E. I. Kelly, M . j . Hill , L. I. Walker, G . E. Riley. 
Firs/ Row: T. W . Kenworthy, N. A. Conti, C. ]. Milano, ] . A. Zigus, E. V . Morrow, L. ]. Cirillo, R. H enry. 
Second Row: L. ] . Sideras, R. ]. Dorko, D. C. Sussen, E. L. Marlo, L. R. H ones, R. Wise, A. ] . Kmieck, R. W . Ferry. 
Third Row: R. E. Smiley, ] . F. Dodd, A. ] . Lauer, ] . ] . Beclay, ] . V. White, D . G . Grapcntien, R. E. Keefe, P. F 
Campbell. 
Firrt Row: H . C. Cowper, P. T sao, ]. V. McMahon, H . ] . Barr, F. S. Comeriato, P. H. Cashy, ] . ]. Gries, ]. P. Gagliardo, 
G . A . Kappas. 
Scco 01d Row: R. ]. Palosko, C. T. Fa{\an, ]. L. Begley, D. F. Carroll, T. ]. McManamon, T. Sauppc, E. ]. Rua, V. J. 
Roehn, R. C. Preisel, ]. R. Jose. 
Th:rd Row: R. Conti, W. Eline, S. Holowenko, R. Mdler, D . Zoller, T. Scharf, R. Fitzgerald, E. Zamiska, P. Kennedy. 
Firrt Row: R. L. Cayouette, M. V. Dzurilla, E. S. Lorence, C. ] . Kaminski, F. 0 . Buergler, A . Milano, ] . T. Connick. 
Seco11d Row: S. D. Suhajcik, J. V. R:eger, B. F. Mooney, B. L. Lanchman, D. T . Hudak, D. Ungar, R. P. Marinelli, 
]. W . Mannion. 
Third Row: G . W . Huber, H. M . Crook, R. J . Burgmann, E. ]. Milota, F. R. Melena, R. A . Knapp, A. ]. tvbhoney, 
E. R. Kiernan. 
Fmt Row: A . W . Lazaro, ]. ]. Schuchman, N. F. Sowen, ].G . Berrios, R. A. Bulk, R. ] .. Schauer. 
Seco11d Row: L. ]. Masek, S. P. Bernard, E. ]. Fagal, ]. S . Bodnar, B. ]. Dreiling, E. H. Miller. 
Third Row: ]. ] . Beclay, A. F. Srp, R. W . Owen, ]. M. Minor, R. J Mahoney, ]. A . Keefe. 
Front Row: B. F. Basel, ). P. Esper, W. C. Phdlips, S. ] . Chyl1k, D . B. Richards, T. E. Davey, J. M . Kirchner, B. S. Ebisu, 
R. R. Lux. 
M1ddle Row: F. j. Pacer, P. V. Corbin , R. j . Tnv1son, L. j . Ra1mer, G . P. Krenzcl, j . C. Murphy, P. R. M cCarty, ] . ]. 
O 'Neill, R. S . Revello, G. C. Stringer. 
ilMk Row: R. D . Frimel, R. S . Kerns, A . B. Basrul li, j . B. Cannon, L. B. 0' eil , D . ] . Angeloni , R. A. Laneve, T. N. 
Kretchun, L. ). Eckmann, F. F. Navarre, E. j . Ament. 
Front Row: ] . P. Mylett, W . V. Hough, D. R. Seliskar, ). ] . Dubio, ]. L. Gissone, ] . F. H artmenn, R. j . Ranft, ). Mello, 
R. \~. Stephenson. 
Middle Row: M . J. Kelly, R. j. Daley, R. A . Bentkowski, W. T. Beyer, R. j . Kmiecik, G . F. Cooper, A . Schwartz, D. 
G . Baugh. 
Back Row: T . L. Hunter, A . R. Greenwood, W. K. Sauer, R. F. \~iemer , P. L. H ennessy, ]. M . Danko, F. L. Bitzan, 
J. A. Ragauskas. 
Front Row: G . ] . H agerty, W . R. Bloom, ] . ] . Bader, ). F. Powell , E. F. Carome, T . P. Dennehy. 
Middle Row: W . P. Giffcls, C. G . O 'Brien, R. E. Kishler, j . R. Mandelik, H .). Morgan, D. ] . Bruening, H. B. Therens. 
Back Row: J E. Deveny, F. ). Birkel, ). ] . Stipkala, D . G . Klingenberger, C. E . H aushnecht, ). A . Rozic. 
Front Row: T. S. Turk, H . H . H arms, j. F. McHenry, ). ). Webster, W. G . Walston, j . A. Avalon, C. E. Thomas, 
A . L. Walters, j . A. Bouhall, R. E. Hing . 
.\!fiddle Row: R. W . McEvey, T. L. Crawford, T. F. Barren, j . B. Donaldson, B. F. DeCain, R. B. Thomas, E. G . 
Lawlor, T. E. judy, M. K. Fung. 
Jack Row: E. ] . Hritz, D. P. Okavsky, D. F. Kissel, E. ]. Kubancik, 13. W. Luc•ano, E. R. l3ryndall, D. j . Babers, j . A . 
Kiszeuheimer, T. M. Rowe, j. P . Horan. 
i ' ront Row: W. A . D rechsler, R. F. Walsh, L. P. Kehoe, T. D. Karsher, ] . H . Sedlak, j . D . Rusk, M . A . Hohman, 
G. F. Quinn, P. H . Me eeley. 
Middle Row: ]. P. Britt, W . T . owaskey, W. ] . McKeon, j.E. Perkovic, R. ] . Dietr.ch, F. ] . ovak, ]. R. Deery, R. R. 
Gamble, W. F. 0 ' eill, G . ). Gerhart. 
Back Row: ] . ]. Kelley, R. ] . M cCarthy, ] . Trabitz, ]. M. Le nnon, S. ] . Pincombe, J F. Loftus, W. H. Rodgers, T. V. 
McManamon, F. ) . McCue, M. ) . Bernet. 
Front Row: R. A. Verchiato, ]. j. assif, T. H . Greene, D. V. Hood, W. E. Crock, E. HalagJn, ]. A . Rattoli, R. H . 
Sharkey, A. T. Palaibis. 
Middle Row: ]. Lynch, R. D. Gilmartin,]. E. O 'Malley, ]. N. Gillen, P. A. Zvada, R. C. DeVoe, T. F. Bourne, j . I. Daley, 
D. S . Schwind, P. ]. Bi,hop. 
Back Row: R. H . Voss, V. R. Garbo, R. L. Ring, T. M. Lytle, B. ] . Doyle, R. j. O 'Brien, R. ]. Gorman, ] . F. Sigmund, 
] . P. Rice, j . L. Ruffing, ]. P . Dunson. 
Front Row: F. X . Nugent, J . P. Drake, R. T. Ols, D . J . M cLaughl in , G . J . Gu idera , M . Dalanno, J . ]. lntorcio, J. R. 
Eckste in, V. L. Drouhard . 
. 'vftddlc Row: B. ]. Glogosk i, B. W. Kljun , P. J. Sindelar, E. ]. Hoke, W. Sexton, P. A. G ranzier, A. R. Klimek, T. P. 
Zwich, D . L. Wilson , ] . B. f3all. 
Back Row: A. \YI. Krafcik, J. W. Phillips, D . S. Stumph, T. F. Gardner , E. ]. J-lercrick, M. J . Brichl, R. ]. Flanagan , 
G. ]. Kiska, ]. M . M cKee. 
Firs/ Row: E. D . Yosh ikawa , E. F. Stefancin , R. L. Wilhelms, J . P. Isabella , J . D . Fitzgerald , ]. L. D ownes, R. ] . H er· 
berger, P. A. Ippolito. 
Mtddle Ron·: T . ]. Cooper, G. T. Hughes, H . E. Hetu, R. E . Feighan, D . B. Brune, J . C. Dwyer, E. J . Kelly, T. H . 
Mackin , T . ] . Smith. 
Third Row: ]. F. Dieckhoner, A. M. Tilow, W . J . Brennan, E. F. Jablonski, J . Sullivan, J . P . Dunphy, S . Waldman, 
D . P. Dhondt , H . W . Shaw, R. E. Cerwin . 
Firs/ Row: A. C. Burger, R. K. Mihalek, W. J . Kirby, D. ]. LaFranniere, D . L. Bresnahan , L. J. Witucky. 
Middle Row: P. L. Vavrek, W . J. Zigli, H. T. Stephenson, A . J . Diliddo, K. F. T ietjen, R. A. Wright, D. F. Shula, 
R. ]. Kropac. 
Tlmd Row: D . R. Harter, C. R. Good , W. C. Briggs, R. P . Poggianti, A. R. Korb, R. E. Zupke, G . P. Malarkey, B. H . 
Koelman, Joe Kerestesy. 
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April 24, 1948, was an important day in the life of the late Rev. George J. Pickel, S.]., for that 
date marked completion of his sixtieth year as a member of the Society of Jesus. On another April 
24th in 1888 at Blijeneek, Holland, this son of German immigrants had first pledged himself to the 
cause of Christ by entering the Jesuit novitiate. 
Within a month after celebration of the Diamond Anniversary, Father Pickel, who had been 
director of the Carroll chemistry department since 1927, passed to his eternal reward . Long an established 
tradition at John Carroll, his death severed a link which had banded the old with the new for countless 
thousands of admiring students and ex-students. 
\'<!hen Father Pickel first came to Carroll in 1892 it was as a scholastic and the university was still 
known as St. Ignatius College. He taught Latin for two years, then returned to Holland where he was 
ordained in 1900. Four years later he was again at St. Ignatius, this time as a professor of chemistry. 
The tenure was likewise of short duration, for an unexpected honor was accorded the humble priest in 
1907- he was appointed the sixth president of the university. 
Teaching sessions at Campion College, Creighton University, and Spring Hill College filled the 
intervening years before Father Pickel 's appointment to the directorship of the Carroll chemistry 
department. 
The priest, who felt that when no longer able to teach chemistry he would pass on, left Carroll 
rich in the fruits of his labor . A course in plastics, one of the first such courses in American univers:ties, 
was introduced by him as an offshoot in his work in organic chemistry. Along with the Rev. Frederick 
L. Odenbach, S.j ., Father Pickel was among the first Jesuits to recognize the practical value of science 
m the liberal arts curriculum. Radio and horticulture were other fields in wh ich he was active. 
In tribute to Father Pickel's 60 years as a jesuit a dinner in his honor was sponsored in April by 
the school faculty . Close friends, pastors of all churches of the Cleveland Diocese, presidents of local 
colleges, and the faculties of both john Carroll and Sr. Ignatius High School were in attendance. The 
Carroll Alumni A ssociation's annual President's Dinner earlier in April also paid recognition to the 
priest·scientist. 
Fifty years of serv ice in the Society of Jesus are being celebrated in August by the Rev. Joseph A. 
Kiefer, S .J ., director of rhe department of classical languages. On August 31, 1898, Father Kiefer, rhen 
in his teens, was adm itted into rhe Jesuit novitiate at Parma's St. Stanislaus. H e was rhe first to enter 
the scholasti c ranks at the then newly opened St. Stanislaus. 
Quiet -spoken , congen ial, Father Kiefer boasts a twenty-year uninterrupted tenure at John Carroll. 
Appointed head of rhe classics divis ion upon his arri va l in 1928, he began immediately to apply his 
extensive classical training in the reachi ng of Larin and Greek. ow, because of an accumulation of 
duties and enrollment expansion, his teaching sch<dule numbers bur one subject, Latin. 
Focal point of Father Kiefer's ou tside interests is music. From his earliest student days at 
Canisius High School , Buffalo, N. Y., where orchestra and choral activities claimed a high percentage 
of hi s time, up to the present, he has devoted himself untiringly to rhe furtherance of composition , 
presentation, and appreciation of al l music. In rhe field of composition rhe classical lingu ist will 
always be acclaimed for rhe memorable " Sons of Carrol l," ' the university Alma Mater, composed in 
1937 . In addition to thi s signal achievement his musical scoring includes many coll eg ia te marches 
and religious pieces. 
In presentation of music Father Kiefer has long been a p rime movin~ force. His first eighteen 
years at Carroll were spent as moderator and director of rhe Glee C lub and head of rhe music 
department. A s recently as 1945 rhe enerpetic organizer grouped students interested in church musiC 
into the Liturgica l Choir. Through such efforts, rhe average student developed a sincere appreciation 
for music , religious and non-reli gious. 
Nor alone in music has the personality and perseverance of Father Kiefer shown advantageously. 
Carroll's Classical Club owes irs origin and its existence for fiftee n years to the language professor. 
A further tribute ro his industry is hi s active membersh ip in loca l and state class:ca l lan guage societies 
and on the school's standing comm ittees on relig iom welfare and scholarships . 
A native of Buffalo, Father Kiefer took his Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts degrees at 
St. Louis University , the f irst in 1905 and the latter in 19 10. Prior to this , he attended Canisius 
College, Buffalo, and Sacred Heart College, Prairie Du Chien, Wis. After four years of graduate 
study, again at St. Louis, he received his first teach ing assignment at Campion College, where he 
remained until 1923 . Following this and until appointment to Carroll he taught at Rockhurst College, 
Kansas City. 
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In the fall of 1934, the department of business administration of the 
College of Arts and Sciences was established to provide adequate training 
for students aspiring to positions of responsibility in the business world. 
To provide similar training to students looking forward to careers 
tn the governmental service the department was, 111 the fall of 1935, 
expanded into the School of Business, Economics, and Government. 
The atm of the School is to develop competent administrators for 
the conduct of business and governmental a !fairs, capable specialists for 
service as professional or staff advisors, qualified teachers of high school 
students in commercial subjects, and efficient secretaries to executives in 
private and public enterprise 
To accomplish this aim, the School requtres for admission the com-
pletion of a group of college courses con tituting the fundamentals of a 
liberal education, and for graduation the completion of a group of pro-
fessional courses constituting a field of concentration; the attainment of 
facility in the use of the tools, methods, and principles of management; 
and a development of an insight into the economic and social responsibili-
ties which modern economic society has imposed upon the business man. 
The first Carillon stnce the establishing of the School of Business, 
Economics, and Government wishes to salute the Faculty of rhe School 
for irs success in meeting the educational needs of today's students. If 
the past is any indication, the future success of this School is assured. 
Mr. A. J. Noetzel 
Asst. D ean 
Mr. Fritz W . Graff 
D ean 
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The- de-ath. on April 25. of th~ Rev. Edmund C. H ornf, S .j .. presid~nt of John Carroll University from 
1937 to 1942. brough t to 3 close t\\fllt)'·eight yurs of devouon to the Soc.l'ty of jesu.:; :t:1d to tht" C:lll"<' ot 
Amtrican tducation. 
Fat he r Horne fi rst attended john Carroll Untversity as a student in 19 19 and entered the Society of ]e!iUS 
the following yea!'". Aher receiving hts Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts degree.;: from Gonzaga Untverstty 1n 
Spokane. Washtngton. Father H orne returned to C leveland for two years :1s prefect of discipltne. teacher. and d1rector 
or athletics at St. fgnatius H igh School. Completing his theologH.al stud tes at Catho!tc Untversuy. he " 'as ord;unt>d 
a pnest 1n 1933. Following hts ordi nation , Father H orne tau~ht E ng ltsh for a year at Creighton Un 1versHy and 
for an equal penod of time superv1sed .:t l.:tymen 's rctr('at at Cincinnati, Ohio. -
Two yeors of graduate work in soc1olo~y and economics preceded his appointment to the pres1dencv of 
John C arroll Universitr . Afte-r leaving C leveland. Father H orne joined the department of sociology at the Umversitv 
of Detroit where. in addition to his teaching du u es. he performed valuable labo:-s a-; co-dirl"c tor of the Workers 
Education Program uno! the time of his death. 
Throuf! h his many offtcia l appointments and capacit lf'S F.:tther H orne exerted a wide :and profound mfluenct 
in the field of American education . As a dt"!cgate to the World 's Federation of Educational AssoCI.Hions' onvent1on 
heold in Tokyo, Japan , in 1937. Father H orne was America 's first representat ive on the Resolutiom. Committee 
and a spea ker in the Social Legislation Sect1on . Later in I 939-1940 he was vice-president and then president of 
both the American Association of School Admilllstraoon and the Ohio College Association. Also active- in local 
civic orgamzations during h1s term of office at John Carroll. Father H orne, 10 1941. was v•ce-pres!dell( of tht 
C leve land Peace Committee . 
Certa anl y the fruits of his splend1J work, not only in this area but everrwhere, arc detply felt and will 
lo ng be remtmben•d. 
The Reverend George J. Pickel, S.J. 
BORN 
j U LY 6, 1867 
ENTERED SOCIETY OF JESUS 
APRIL U, 1888 
DIED 
MAY 21, 1948 
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f)orm Cormcii- Frolll Row: ]. Gallagher, H . Harvey, R. Bradner. A. Howard. 
Back Row: ]. Tobin, C. Sullivan, J. Busch, J. Schweinbc,g, Prcside111. 
BERNE1~ HA LL 
Mr. Jerome Higgens, Dorm Prefect 
Sixl)·nint 
Saturda y Night 
Sunday Morning 
Sunday Night 
BERNE1~ HALL 
Monday Morning 
Studies in rhe variou curricula offered by an institu-
tion of higher learning are nor enough ro give one a 
high culture and well-balanced mind. To attain the e 
necessary qualities, the student must also indulge in 
outside activities especially suited to his own particular 
likings. Everyone's tastes vary; so numerous diversions 
must be offered to satisfy the wants of all but 
still acquire the end in view. The club3 most suited 
for realizing these aims have been selected and installed 
in university life by authorities well versed in this field 
of development. The opportunity is present; it is now 
up to the student to take full advantage of these con-
veniences preferred him and join the organization of 
his own choice. 
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F1ut Ron: J. Schweinberg, E. Szorady, R. Baron, J. Kilbane, H . Gallagher, ]. Gallagher, 
J. Baumgartner . 
• \ cco11d Row: Rev. William ]. Murphy, S.J ., P . Bohn, R. McGee, E. O'Malley, R. Casey, 
j. ]. Navin. 
Third Row: ]. Whelan. T. McGovern, D . McDonnell, T. Durkin, T . McManamon, R. 
Snider. 
OFFICERS 
Fall - 1947 
OFFICERS 
Spring - 1948 
John j . Kilbane, Preride11t 
Robert Baron, Jlice-Preride11t 
john J. avin, Secretary 
john j. Kilbane, Prendc11t 
john J. Navin, Jlice-Prendcllt 
john Reilly, ccretary 
John Reilly, Treawrer Thomas McGovern, Trcamrcr 
Rev. Will1am j . Mu1·phy, S.]., Fac11/ty Moderator 
On May 20 the Carroll Union closed its year's acrivities with a banquet at Damon's Restaurant. 
The student governing body, which was formed in the fall of 1919 to promote and coordinate the 
activit es of the student body and their organi'zations, reviewed their progress during the past academic 
season with satisfaction as they marked accomplishments including the establishment of an Intramural 
Committee to work with the athletic department, bringing the National Federation of Catholic College 
Studenrs convenrion to Carroll in October, reorganizing the Boosters' Club, join:ng the Narional 
Student Associarion, and preserving order and nearness as well as enforcing smoking rule on campus. 
Each srudent of the Universiry is a member of the Union rhrough his class . All business of the 
Union IS carried out by rhe entire executive council of the Carroll Union. Members of this council are 
rhe rhree highest officers of each class, and an appointed or elected representarive of each officially 
recognized srudent organization. Each member of th:s council has one vote in the proceed ings. 
The officers of the Union are the off1cers of the execurive council, and are elecred by the vote of 
the executive council. A member of the facu lty, appointed by rhe President of the University, is the 
advisor of the Union. 
ThrouJZh the efforts of rhese leaders, students have participated in social 
Halloween Dance, rhe annual student "Stunr ieht" in which the junior class 
for the second consecutive rime this year, the 25th Annual Prom, and through its 
The ballot's the thing in the Spring elections. 
events such as the 
captured the trophy 
.F.C.C.S. pur on at 
John J. Kilbane 
Prcside111 
Rev. William J. Murphy, S.J. 
Moderator 
Carroll th1s December the Winter Revue and provided entertainment and presents at various insti-
tutions. Freshmen "Hell Week" was reinstated to function again as of this fall. 
Branching out into wider fields, denoting progress, the Union changed its constitution to incorporate 
a new election system based on the rules followed for state and national elections. The Union also 
led the students in backing the signature drive of the Workers for World Security netting 7500 signa-
tures. Union President John ]. Kilbane made a pact with Speech Director Vmcent S. Klein to give 
all Union officers a course in parliamentary law. Another progressive move was the acceptance of the 
petition of the Carroll publications to establish the second fraternity in the University's history, Pi Delta 
Epsilon. 
"On the fire" as a result of Union acrivity is the movement on the part of the athletic department 
to distinguish the "C" letters offered for various achievements in sports; a movement to set aside a 
convocation period and a meeting period in the regular schedule starnng with the fall semester; and the 
request submitted to the Academic Council to ser up a student-faculq·-administration board of eight 
members composed of two members each from the administration, the alumni, the faculty, and the 
student body. Th 's board would serve as an advisory gro up to the President of the University. 
The Carroll Union is working for a strong student government. To have a strong student govern · 
ment they believe the students must have intelligent, active student leaders who are able to lead 
the students. Only when they have a strong student Union, they further state, can the organization 
carry the burden of a greater portion of student responsibilit:es. A good government must be a repre -
sentative government . All members of classes and organizations are constantly urged to insist upon good 
representation. It was through the untiring efforts and cooperation of the many class and organization 
leaders that the Carroll Union, this year, was able to fulfill adequately its purposes as the student 
governing body. 
Paul Balm rece1ves Man-of-the-Y ear trophy from Father Mooney. 
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The Sodality of the Irnmaculate Conception 
john B. Hrssong, Prcsrdcrrl 
john I. Brett, l'rcc-Prcs!dcrrl 
Rrchard C. weeney, Trcawrcr 
Robert j. Beaudry, Secretary 
Donald L. Vondrrska, Currcsporrdi11g Scoctar y 
Rev. james j. McQuade, S.j., Director 
The first Sodalrty of the Immaculate Conception was founcled at the Roman College in Rome in 
1563 by a young Flemish jesuit named john Leunis. Popularity of the idea of leading a Catholic life 
under the special patronage of the Mother of God subsequently led to the e tablishment of many 
sodalities throughout Europe and Amerrca. The initial organizatron on this side of the Atlantic was 
established at the Colegio Maximo in Mexico City in 1574. Eari'est known Sodality in the United 
States was established in ew Orleans, Louisiana , by Father Petit in 1738. By the year 1940 it proved 
so fitting to the American way of life that II ,636 sodalities had been pledged. 
John Carroll's Sodality dates from the foundrng of the University in 1868 and thus lays claim to 
berng the senior organrzation in the Universrty. The arm of the Sodal.ty is to foster in its members an 
ardent devotion, reverence, and filral love towards the Blessed Virgin M ary . Through this devotion and 
under Mary's guidance, it seeks to inculcate the 5ame spirit within the students of john Carroll, making 
them sincerely bent on sanctifying themselves. The sodalist strives, as far as his condition in life permits, 
to save and sanctify hrs neighbor and to defend the Church of jesus Christ against the attacks of the 
wicked. 
"The meeting will come to order." 
The Sodality Reception 
Hanging in the Sodality off,ce is the Sod.,/ity Marian .4 ward. This awned represents the highest 
raring which is given by way of recognition co cop sodal ities throughout rhe country by the Central 
Office of the Sodality in Sr. Louis. This is the second year m a row in which the award was merited. 
John Carroll was the first University having an all men's Sodality to obtain this distinguished honor. 
It represents a standard of high efficiency and achievement. More chan rh~rcy vital projects must be 
completed each semester and at least fifteen of these must be directly spiritual. Tn addition the individual 
spiritual performance of the sodalists is reported through a survey. Work done in meriting chis 
award for Carroll represents activities in every branch of the lay apostolate. The Euchariscic·Marian 
committee promoted the daily rosary in the chapel, the Knight's Vigil, First Friday day of adoration, 
and many ochers. It acts as the Sacred Heart Commission for the .F.C.C.S. in the School. The 
Apostolic Committee manages such things as the Mission Collections, medical supphes for Europe and 
the East, cloches, foods, and medicine collections for European Relief, and carries on a brisk trade in 
cancelled stamps to the profit of central European jesuits. 
The Decent Lcerature Committee has been responsible for the high quality of pamphlets in the 
student lounge, has provided lists of Catholic books for English class book reports, has done some street 
propaganda for Christ in the spreading of anti ·Communiscic l1cerature. It acts as the Decent Literature 
Committee of the N.F.C.C.S. on the campus. The Social Order Committee has done some fine work 
in the promotion of discussions in the Sunday Nice Club, and has in general led the way coward the 
Christianization of recreational and social life. Finally the Publicity Committee has been responsible 
for the poster work done so excellently through the year in aid of all the various projects of the Sodality. 
In all these ways the Sodality seeks to prepare Carroll men for positions of leadership in Catholic Action. 
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Sf'Ynlly-f'ight 
The Carroll ews Scaff 
In 1918 che Carroll New;. then ca lled che lg llat iclll , w:.s officially launched. After a world war and 
an unprecedented string of awards and outside recognition, the news chis year might be considered as 
launched again or at least recommissioned. 
Passing under the black pencil of Editor Paul Bohn. a succession of issues, beginning m Februoq• 
of 1947, rolled from the presses. They marked a new era in Carroll journalism. 
Chief among rhe honors given che Carroll News was che Cleveland 
the best college paper 111 the Cleveland area. Awarded every year 
certificate went to che News for the fi rst time since 1939. 
ewspoper Guild award for 
by Cleveland writers, the 
In March the Associated Collegiate Press came through with an " All-American " raring for the 
biweekly publicat ion . The ACP award goes annually to rho;,e papers which run up top S(Ores in its 
point grading system . 
Finally the Ohio College Newspaper A ssociation designated the News rhe second best colle~e 
biweekly in Ohio. Presented at the OCNA banquet at which Senator Bricker of Ohio was guest speaker, 
the award marks rhe first of its type ever received by a Carroll publication. In this contest, editions from 
both the staffs of Bohn and of the new editor, William Aspell , were included . 
Credit should also be g iven co che staff men who, under Dan Vance and Jack Cooper, put the 
first pose-war Carroll News in the Administration Building hallway. Their initial efforts made t he 
student body conscious of irs newspaper by a successful fight for a near-campus bus stop. 
In addition ro the normal work of putting ouc a paper every other Friday, rhe editors were 111 on 
' 
several other functions connected with the publication. Outstanding among them was the annual Ohio 
College Newspaper convention held rhis year in Columbus, Ohio. William Aspell, editor; John 
Humphrey, managing editor; and Norman Fuerst, feature editor, attended. They brought back from 
olumbus ideas exchanged among the editors of other Ohio papers in various panel discussions. 
The chief non-journaliscic function of the Nrws staff is the annual banquet ar which oursrandmg 
members are given cash pnzes and key awards. At rhis rime the new ed1rorial staff is introduced and 
officially rakes over for the coming year. Ar rhis banquet, held in February, rhe following received $25 
awards: James Wey, for rhe best editorial; Frank Beaumont, for rhe best news story; Chris Hawkins, 
for the bcsr feature srory; William Krukemeyer, for outstanding work in rhe business department; and 
John Prochaska, for rhe outstanding photograph. Those receiving gold keys were Paul Bohn, editor and 
Robert Munley, business manager. Silver keys were given ro William Aspell, John Humphrey, Chris 
H awkins, Charles Eder, and William Krukemeyer. Taking bronze keys were James \XIey, Frank Laverich, 
Robert Knotek, orman Fuerst and Theodore Niewiadomy. 
1947 . 1948 
Edtlor-i11-Chirf 
lvla11agmg Edilor 
l'ea/11 re Ed ilor 
Spor/s Edilor 
News Edt/or 
B !tSineSJ M auager 
A dYerlisi11g Manager 
CtrcJtlalioll M a11ager 
Paul Bohn 
John Humphrey 
Charles Eder 
Chris Hawkins 
William Aspell 
Robert Munley 
Theodore iewiadomy 
WilliJm Krukemeyer 
Mod era/or 
19-18. 1949 
Ea'tlor-in -Chte{ 
/VI a11agmg E dtlor 
Fca/ttre fdilor 
Sporls Edilor 
News Edilor 
Business Mauager 
A dYertising Manager 
Circllialion Manager 
Mr. B. R. Campbell 
William Aspell 
John Humphrey 
orma n Fuerst 
Chris Hawkins 
George Duos 
Theodore iewiadomy 
William Monroe 
\XIilliam Krukcmeyer 
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Fint Row: G. W. Huber, P. P . Weisbarrh. R. L. Cayoaette, ). D. Rusk, R. E. G ervaso'1, 
. H . H alagan, A. H . Sobul, K. F. Tietjen, R. A. Began, H. Skdwronski, W . R. 
Mehler, A. M. S ,ct! iano. ] . P. Jasko. 
Seco11d Row: ]. L. Wask1ewicz, R. E. Foldenhauer, ] . ]. Muller, H. A. Kmiecek, A. M. Zip-
pert, R . W. Gei>, ] . Albright, E. Mdler, C. Droba, W. Droba. 
Th~rd Row: Dr. ]. \VI. Vcgt, T. V. McManamon, T. Leis, ]. T. Duh•g?;, P. ). elson, T. L. 
Gav.n, R. A . Dambach, D. Grapcnrien , C. J . Zelnick, . A. Harley, D. E. Snyder-
burn , F. Johanck. 
Enlarging irs membership to accommodate the increasing number of science students at John 
Carroll, rhe Scientific A cademy rhis year boasted a record enrollment of eighty-five active members 
caking part in rhe organization's broad range of academic and social ventures. 
Organized in 1915 to promote inrellectual and scienrific activity among rhe students in rhe uni-
versity, rhe academy has carried our irs purpose mainly through the bi -weekly meetings in which lectures 
by outside speakers and academy members, discussion periods, and educational movies are sponsored. 
In addition to these regular meerings, field rrips through hospitals, laboratories, and industrial planes 
serve to round out rhe formal aspects of the organization's aims. 
The social side of rhe academy, more apparent chis year chan in the past, has manifested itself 
through several joint meetings wirh science groups from Ursuline College. Ar these gatherings members 
from both rhe Carroll and Ursuline groups gave calks on some phase of their scientific curriculums. 
Much of the credit of chis year's success goes to Ernest S zorady, energetic president whose efforts 
brought the club co a high posicion of esteem on the campus. A id ing Szorady were the academy's ocher 
competent officers: \'V'illiam Duhigg, vice president; Albert Siciliano, secretary, and Robert Hdl , treasurer. 
Ernest A. Szorady 
PreSident 
Dr. J. William Vogt 
Moderator 
As its finJI rHort of the year, the academy appropriated $25 from its funds to go mto Jn awJrd 
for the science student who had maintJined the highest qua lity point average in his class. Hoping that 
this move will set a precedent for the f urure, academy members are making provisions to make the award 
a yearly affair by planning functions such as this year's raffle for next year. 
Other honors which would go to academy members a re the key awards which were presented at the 
annual banquet. To be eligible for this dtstincnon each member must be a senior and have served for at 
leost two years in the club. Those who merited key awards th is year are Walter Droba, \XIdltam Duhigg, 
Paul Granger, John Kennedy, Willmm Hill , Paul Nelson, Robert ook, Joseph Palko, John Proclnsb, 
James Rose, \XI iii:Jm Samanin i, James Schweinbcrg, Ernest Szorady, and John Socotch. 
First Row: E. A. Szorady, J . E. Abood, T. E. TePas, A . ] . Adamcik, T. E. Antonellt , L. 
Czartoryski, T. E. C unningham, ] . D. Fitzgerald , R. J . H erberger, C. A. Good. 
Suortd Row: ). A. Palko, J . G. Wagner, ] . V . Rose, P. ] . Sindelar, S . Beliczkylouis, ] . D. 
Gulas, ). J . Coviello, R. Zoller. 
Third Row: ). Drei ling, H .). Smith, N . A . Perry, WI. A . Samartini, R. ]. H ill , W . ] . Duh:g:;. 
W . E. Hill, F. E. Simek, ] . P. Hruby, J . S . Kennedy. 
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Eighty-two 
R1chard Casey 
Reg Lyman 
Bob Rancour 
lr . Vincent S. Klein 
The Cast from l(,,d Lady 
Rev. William J Murphy, S.j. 
Presidwt 
V ice-Presid e11t 
Secretary-T reamrer 
Director 
Moderator 
The Little Theatre Society is one of the most successful organizations at John Carroll. This out-
standing achievement IS due largely to the capable leadership of lr. Vincent S . Klein, the director, 
and the Rev. William j. Murphy, S.j., moderator. 
In December rhe members of the Society co-sponsoring with the .F.C.C.S. presented Carroll's 
first "Winter Review,"' with Reg Lyman as general chairman and Gene Ralph as director. Bob Rancour 
was a standout wirh his impersonations, and the work of Elmer Corlert and the stage crew will long be 
remembered. Bill Roscelli's excellenr performance at the piano and rhe wonderful cooperation of the 
Glee Club, along with the girls from otre Dame, made this Christmas production a success. 
Mr. Vincent S. Klein 
/),ector 
Rev. William J. Murphy, S.J. 
Moderator 
Richard R. Casey 
President 
The first venture into the legitimate theatre was to present two one-act pbys under the direction 
of Bob Rancour and Reg Lyman. ine members of the Society part•c:pated in these two productions. 
The L.T.S. entered a float, designed and built by Jim utt and several club members, for the Mardi 
Gras parade. A first-place tie w1th the Commerce Club was gained. Norma Cohn, chosen by the club, 
reigned as queen of the float. 
For the major yearly production the play Ki11d Lady, a psychological mystery, was chosen . With 
only six weeks to the opening night, Director Klein cast Mary Budd of otre Dame and Richard Casey 
in the leading roles. To the supporting cast, the stage crew. and the business staff also goes much credit 
for making the play a dramatic and a financ.al success two consecutive nights in April. 
The Busmess Staff 
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J"hn ]. Gaffney 
Paul T. Bohn 
Richard R. Casey 
William ]. Roscelli 
Mr. B. R. Campbell 
Mr. Bernard R. Campbell 
Moderator 
The Carillon Staff 
Associate Editor 
Busi11ess Ma11ager 
M oderator 
John J. Gaffney 
Editor 
ln old and mrddle age when the mind rs prone to slrdc b.1ck throu c:h the drm p.1st, colic. c days 
often constrtute the penod on which recollection rs focused the longc;t. To make clearer the remembered 
prcture of the days at Carroll during 1948 by prcsentmg both a chron:c!c and a record of rndividual 
achrcvement, the Canllon staff, headed by Senior John Gaffney, presen ts a:1 annual pu!Jiicatron repre-
senting an attempt to sustarn the best tradl[ions of the Canllon and to pronccr, in a ~cn c.r, in the field 
of Carroll's post war publrcauons. 
Rcvrvcd thrs year after its drscontrnuarKC m 1942, the Canllon owe' HS rcvrval to the competent 
work of a staff, which included Paul T . Bohn, associate editor; Chules R. Mayer, sports cdrtor; and 
Rrchard R. Casey, business manager. Serving as circulauon manas:rr wos Theodore T. rcwndomy. The 
post of socrcty cdrtor was fdled by Wdl ram T Monroe, whdc \"i/dl am j . Rosccllr held the poSit.on of 
art cdnor. 
Offenng capable advice for rc-esrablrsh111g a arroll year boo~< , tv! · Bern ad R. C unpbcll. Englrs', 
departmcm member, served as faculty moderator. 
Other men who contributed matenally to the success of thrs book arc .cl J . Conway for help m 
sports editing, and Casey's able busrness staff composed of Thomas \"i/. Kelly, Frank ]. L1mpc, and 
John ]. Navin. 
The clear and well balanced photography seen on these pages rs 1he work of john ). Prochaska who 
covered all unrversity social and athlcrrc evenrs wrd1 the asSistance of Donald A. Ungar and Robert M. 
Air. 
Lending a hand to Art Editor Roscelli was a staff composed of Alan H. Sobul, James Haggerty, 
Eugene Halagan, and john F. McCaffrey. 
Gaffney and Mr. Campbell study the dummy layout. 
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Eighty-six 
Ray .). McGee 
Herbert Sm,rh 
john Mathews 
The Glee Club 
Charles Zcln1ck and Frank C. Burns 
Rev. Will1am ] . Murphy, S .j. 
Dr. Louis j . Balogh 
President 
Jl,ce-Prendent 
Secretary-T reawrer 
Librarians 
Moderator 
D~rector 
On Monday evening, May 3, at Severance Hall , the John Carroll University Glee Club presented 
ItS annual concert. 1r was one of rhe outstanding events of the school year and a fitting climax co the 
fifty-seventh year of club activity. The Glee Club made irs first public appearance in 1891, which makes 
it the oldest of the extra curricular activities at John Carroll University. 
The program presented an interesting cross-section of mus1cal versatihry. The usual glee club 
selections were there along wirh modern popular music and some of the classics. 
Soloists included Guest Soloist Miss Vanna Dogl10, coloratura soprano, and Carroll students \XIil · 
liam Wilcox and Raymond Patton. 
Choral groups from the glee clubs of Notre Dame and Ursuline Colleges and rhe Cleveland Heights 
High School Symphony Orchestra supplemented the Carroll groups to present "The Song of Conquest" 
by Harl McDonald, "Song of Faith" by John Alden Carpenter, and "Bear! Bear! Drums!" by Charles 
M. Loeffler. 
"The Easter Alleluia," composed and arranged by Dr. Louis L. Balogh, was presented for the first 
time at the concert. 
Dr. Balogh leaves rhe podium. 
Or. Louis L. Balogh 
Dtreclor 
Rarmond J. McGee 
PrcSJdclll 
Broaden1ng its scope of actiVIty, the club presented ~ concert in Elyri~ ch1s sprmg and in May gave 
a concert "' Toledo, sponsored by the Toledo Alumni Association of John Carroll. Th1s shows chat the 
organizatiOn is not static but is a vital growing part of the Un,vers,ty which IS seen by the publ1c. 
Four months of preparation preceded the appearance of the concert. During the first period of hard 
work the large group was broken down into four sections, each unit undergoing extcns vc trammg as a 
first tenor, second tenor, first bass, and second bass d1vision. After each unit was prepared, the four 
divisions were finally united and tramcd until harmonious blending had been obtained. Finally, the work 
of uniting soloists and choral groups was undertaken, and the final "bugs" were eliminated. The Glee 
Club was then ready for irs concert. 
The results of this season show that the Club has been under the d~rec:10n and superviSIOn of most 
capable men, who have taken untramed and unskilled vo1ccs and m a comparauvely short wne have 
blended them inro a rich harmonious unit. These men arc the Rev. \XIdl1am j. Murphy, S .j ., and Dr. 
Louis J . Balogh, director. 
Although the Glee Club as a un1t gave three formal concerts dunng the year, indiv1dual members 
of the Club cooperated with other vocal groups '" addition to thei r work wirh the large group. Some 
of the men were members of the Liturg1cal Cho~r, for example, and others asststed in the .F.C.C.S . 
Winter Review, in Stunt ight presentations, and in football rall1es. Four members of the group unired 
to form the Four Flushers, a quartet char spread Carroll's name over the rad1o and at several ourside 
meetings during the season. The quarter also made appearances at many social functions of the Univer-
sity, for example, the President's Day Dinner, the Athletic Convocation, S:unt ight, and others. 
Intermission 
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F1rrt Row: Smcker, tvlacDonald, Albersradt, O 'Br.en, Snider, de Grandis, Quinlan, Beaumont, 
Joyce, Logsdon. 
cco11d Row: Beck, Cooper, Gaffney. Walker, Lampe, Casey, M unley, G . Smith, Vance, 
O'Connor. 
Th~rd Ron-: Monroe, Prcndergasr, Shaw, Mason, Stancik, Siefert, Schneeberger, Baron, M cG ee, 
Waldron. 
Fall Semester: 
Robert Baron 
R1ch.ord Snider 
Maunce Logsden 
Peter Joyce 
John Alberstadt 
Presidc111 
I' 1ce-PreS1d e11l 
Rccordi11p, Secretary 
Treasurer 
Corrcspondi11g Secretary 
Mr. john A . Seliskar, Moderator 
The Commerce Club Banquet 
Spri11p. Semester: 
R1chard Snider 
Frank Beaumont 
Robert Woodman 
Paul O 'Brien 
Harry Beck 
• 
Mr. H. C. icholas addrcssm~ the Club. 
Orgamzed in the fall of 1934 following the establishment of the I epartment of Bu>~nes Admmi-
su·a t ion , the Carroll Commerce Club has enjoyed a steady growth 111 the intervening years . As a result 
of the cstabl1sh mcnc of the School of Business, Econom1cs, and Government in the fall of 1945 and the 
post war e.,pansion of the student body, Commerce Club membership reached an all-time hi~h of 
scvcn ty·two n1en th1s year. 
These business leaders of tomorrow hove for their primary purpose the stimulation of a scholarly 
in terest in the problems of busmess, cconom1cs, and government. This year the most important step in 
that d irection was taken in January when the Commerce Club sponsored a banquet at Brown's Cottage 
Restaurant attended by more than one hundred students and fr 'ends. Guest speaker of the evenin~ was 
M r. H . C. icholas, pres'dent of the Quality Castings Company of Orrv11le, Ohio, whose talk outlined 
the advantages of profit-sharin~ in industry. 
Social relationships were not neglected, a fact attested to by the success of stag socials held in 
November and in April, attended by both Business S chool faculty members and club members. 
Active membership in the Commerce Club is open by invitation to students who arc aspiring towards 
a degree in the School of Business, Economics, and Government and who maintain a sat1s~acrory scholastic 
stand ing. 
Fmt Row: Rudden, Kilbane, Qumlan, Williams, Hemmelgarn. 
Seco11d Row: Logsdon, Beis, Smith, Hauck, McGurr. 
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F~rJt Row: Frank E. Beaumont, Richard j . Smder, Leonard j . Vavruska. 
Second Row: Thomas M. Durkin, John j . Kilbane, Richard R. Casey, Theodore]. N1ewiadomy. 
Th~rd Row: John j . Gaffney, James j . Wey, James L. Gallagher, Rev. joseph 0 . Schell, S .j ., 
Robert ]. Munley, Paul T. Bohn. 
Robert Munley 
Paul Bohn 
john Kilbane 
Frank Beaumont 
Preside>~/ 
Vtcc-PreStdelll 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
various carnpus organizations is the local chapter of Alpha O ccupymg a unique position among the 
Stgma Nu, national jesu1t honor fraternity. 
First organized at Carroll in 1939, the local chapter, like others throughout the country, was in· 
active during the war years due to shifting enrollment. Wtth the resumption of normal educational pro· 
grams, Alpha S1gma u has been res:ored to 1ts place of prominence at John Carroll. 
Alpha Sigma Nu has rhree outstand1ng purposes. It seeks, first of all, to accord recognition to 
those students who have distinguished themselves m the fields of scholarship, loyalty, and service. 
Secondly, it joms m those campus activities which have need for the wide variety of ta lent existing in its 
membership. And thirdly, when the necessity arises, it engages in special activities of its own. 
Because its membership is drawn from all schools of the university, Alpha S1gma N u is peculiarly 
well fmed to serve as a cohesive force among the student body. It is the particular concern of the f ra • 
ternity to unify student opinion on matters of general importance and present student grievances to the 
proper officials. 
In March the local chapter was reorganized wtth the nomination for membership of seven seniors 
and five juniors. Selection of these men was made with the three-fold requirement of scholarship, loyalty, 
and service in view. The Deans in conjunction with a faculty committee carefully considered the records 
of the prospective candidates before making the final selections. 
Formal initiation of the complete group of nineteen men took place at a dinner held at the Alcazar 
Hotel, May 2. 
ALPHA SIGMA U MEET!• G 
tallding: Paul T. Bohn, Theodore ] . iewiadomy, Thomas M . Durkin. 
Rear of Table: R1chard j . Sn1der, James ]. Wey, Robert ]. Munley, Frank E . Beaumont. 
Rtght o/ Table: Rev. Joseph 0 . Schell, S.j ., John J. Gaffney. 
Left of Table: John ]. Kilbane. 
Front of Table: Leonard ] . Vavruska, Richard R. Casey, James L. Gallagher. 
Jack Ferrell 
James Sweeney 
\'«dham j . Murphy 
Wdl1a1n j. Murphy, S. ]. 
Mr. jack Hearns 
"Down the Field" 
Presrde11t 
II icc-Presrde11t 
Sec ret ary-T rea u rcr 
Moderator 
Dirutor 
onunuing the~r proud trad,uon of pre-war wnes the john Carroll bandsmen rendered the~r services 
to the student body w1th the~r customary fmesse and color. The musicians were on hand at the football 
games and rall1es to lend the encouragement of their playing to the fighting spirit of our athletes. just 
one instance of the morale buildmg work of the band was rhe rally of Carroll Blue Streaks at rhe foot -
ball game at Niagara. With the game half over and the Blue and Gold on the bitter end of the score, 
the band made its appearance. The game ended with Carroll carry1ng off a victory to the tunes and 
cheers of the band. 
Besides playing at athletiC encounters, the band marched "' vanous parades. Sr. Patrick's Day parade 
was one of its n1ore gala appearances . 
The social event of the season for bandsmen was the Military Ball. This is the occaston when 
members of the bands of the " B•g F1ve'' assemble in full regalia for dancing instead of playing. 
Interference of final exammation week caused the cancellation of the annual band concert. 
The UmverSity Band. 
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First Row: lr. Bernard R. 
Second Row: Theodore ]. 
Campbell, john C. Cooper, Chris L. Hawkins, Clnrles R. Mayer. 
iewiadomy, annan A. Fuerst, Paul T. Bohn, Robert ]. Munley, 
Richard R. Casey. 
ThiTd Row: john j. Gaffney, john F. Humphrey, William T. Aspell, John J. Prochaska. 
Chns L Hawkins 
John C. Cooper 
Paul T. Bohn 
Dan H. Vance 
PreS1dc11t 
Vicr-Preside11t 
Secretary 
Treawrcr 
Pi Delta Epsilon, the oldest national honorary collegiate journalism fraternity, was founded and 
organized at Syracuse University, December 6, 1909, by ten men who gave valuable rime and effort ro 
the publication of that university's newspaper, The Daily Ora11ge, a morning presentation. 
These men working on The Daily Ora11ge had to give of their time extensively so as to have their 
daily appear on time, and since it was a morning paper, it meant that the staffs had to stay on the job 
long after midnight. Ir is. therefore, no wonder that the idea of SERVICE became the keystone upon 
which rhe fraternity has been built. 
The founders of the fraternity had in mind the rewarding of those men who gave liberally of their 
time in addition ro carrying on the scholastic studies in their chosen course so that rhe daily issues would 
appear on time. Thus, Pi Delta Epsilon became rhe first collegiate journalism fraternity . 
Begun only as an incentive and a reward for services rendered by students on Syracuse University 
publications, rhe organization has sprung into a mighty tree whose seventy-six branches include colleges 
and universities from coast to coasc. 
With irs mission solely in the undergraduate field of journalism, not essentially professional jour-
nalism, Pi Delta Epsilon is educational 1n that it strives everywhere to teach the ethics, technique, and 
mechanics of journalism. In addition to its value to collegiate publications as a reward for service rendered, 
it serves as a link between the various publications on rhe campus and acts as a liaison group between 
publication staffs and the administration. 
The petitioning for a local chapter was initiated in the spring of 1947 by john C. Cooper, former 
Carroll (WS sports editor, and Dan H. Vance, former Carroll News editor-in-chief. Acceptance was 
received May 24, 1948. 
James j . Wey Dan H. Vance 
THE DEBATE A 
Donald W. Smythe 
James F. Slattery 
.John V. Gallagher 
Robert W. Kane 
Mr. Vmcent S. Klein 
D PUBLIC DISCUSSION SE:vlTNAR 
PreHd~lll 
Vice-Pres"lelll 
Secrele~ry 
Treasurer 
Drrector 
Training the young men of today to be the leaders of tomorrow, prepared ro meet the turbulent 
world, is rhe purpose of the Debate and Public Discussion Semmar. 
Clashing over the pertinent question: Resolved: "A Federal World Government should be estab-
lished ," the rosterites con>pleted a successful season by virtue of winning all rheir individual Ohio 
Conference Debates with Case, Akron, Dayton, and Xavier, and marking up an average of .500 in 
tournament debating. 
During a most acrive season the Seminar members were hosts to the Northeastern Ohio Tournament 
at Carroll on March 13 and attended the ovice and Buckeye Tournaments on December 13 and 
February 14 , respectively. In addition, they journeyed to the Northeastern Ohio Legislative Assemblv, 
January 17; the Ohio State Conference on Public Affairs, March 4, 5, and 6; the In tercollegiate Assembly 
of the United Nations, March 24, 25, and 26; and the Federal World Government Forum, April 23 
and 24. At the latter assemblies, held for the purpose of gaining practice in parliamentary law, seminar 
members were elected to three committee chairmanships, a position on a public hearing conunittee, and 
majority and minority floor leader positions. 
The untiring efforts of the seminar's coach, Mr. Vincent S. Klein, were greatly responsible for the 
year's success. His after-school classes served as a con;rant reminder that the ability to speak before a 
group of people in an interesting and intelligent manner will always be of the greatest value in whatever 
lifework a person may choose. 
First Row: Mr. Klein, V. Stewart, R. Kane , F. VanBergen. 
Second Ro~•: ]. Lawrence, D. Smythe, ]. Callahan, J. Slattery. 
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Firfl Row: A . Sobul, R. Blackwell, T. lartin. 
Second Ro~>: R. Prendergast, F. P1cklow, j . McCudden, .. Eder. 
Th~rd R.ow: ] . Reardon, R. Chri,topher, \Y/. Braucher. 
The Carroll Quarterly, a literary magazine, is publiShed four times a ye:~r by an undergraduate 
staff and contains articles contributed by members of the student body, faculty, and alumni. Begun 
early th1s school year, the first issue of the Quarterly, the Winter number, appeared in January and was 
followed by the Sprmg and Summer issues published m March and june respectively. The Quarterly 
is mailed direcrly to the homes of the students and alumni. 
The staff, headed by Editor james Wey, includes Assoc iate Editors James jones, ]ames Gilchrist, 
and james Myers with book reviews by john Callahan, and Wdliam Roscelli handling the music-dram., 
section. Business and circulation are under the supervision of Theodore 1ewadomy and john McKenziC. 
Mr. 8. R. Campbell is faculty moderator. 
The purpose of the Quarterly is to encourage literary expression among the students and to repre-
sent, so far as its pages will allow, every facet of the university's academic life. Articles by faculty and 
alumni tend to supplement, stimulate, and integrate classroom activities. In attempting to sat:sfy the wide 
scope of irs readers' interests the Quarterly publishes formal academic essays, informal essays, short 
stories, vignettes, poems, satires, parodies, as well as music, book, and drama reviews. All manuscripts 
become rhe property of the Carroll Quarterly. Manuscripts should be addressed to The Carroll 
Quarterly. john Carroll University, Cleveland 18, Ohio. 
Staff Artist Eugene Halagan, who was not present when the above photograph was taken, deserves 
special mention for his design of the Quarterly's distmctive cover and for his many black and white 
sketches which enliven its inner pages. 
]. Gilchrist, ]. McKenzie, ]. Myers, W. ]. Roscelli, ]. jones, 
]. Callahan, T. 1ewiadomy, ]. ]. Wey. 
At Organ: Raymond A. Patton. 
Fmt Row: Rev. joseph A . Kiefer, S.]., George ] . Guidera, Thomas P . O'Donnell, 
Bernard F. Sweeney, Donald R. Seliskar, Clement F . Decker. 
Srcoml Row: Richord j. O'Brien, Joseph L. McFarland, Paul A. Drozin, Thomas 
M. Rowe, Frank D . Ldwar , Thomas H Wdson . 
Not 111 P1cture: john j. Mathews . 
LITURGICAL CHOIR 
Raymond Patton 
Frank Lihvar 
Clement Decker 
Rev . joseph A. Kiefer, S.]. 
Or~anist and A snstant Director 
ecretary 
L1brarian 
Director 
Since the founding of john Carroll one of the stellar organizations in point of service has been the 
liturgical choir. World War II temporarily stalemated the group's activity, but reactivation in 1946 again 
gave those interested in church music a chance to devote themselves to the beautifying of religious services 
at Carroll. 
The choir 's primary service is that of singing at liturgica l functions , functions which include High 
Masses celebrated on special occasions, weekly student Masses, and the annual student retreats. 
Small in size but large in devotion of members, the cho· r numbers about twenty students. A whole-
some interest in the music of the Church must be shown to qualify the applicant for admission. This 
policy keeps membership at a minimum but insures a fine grade of participation. 
Under the supervision of the Rev . joseph A. Kiefer, S.] ., director of the department of classical 
languages, the choir specializes in Gre~orian Chant, the official liturgical choral music of the Church. 
Rev. Joseph A. Kiefer, S.J. 
D~rrctor 
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First Row: john Millo, joseph E. Powers, Chris Hawkins, John ]. Mueller, Larry Badar. 
.\ecor~d Rvw: Harvey Herschel , john Rukosky, Robert Lyons, William Ryan , Michael Flynn, 
George Pokorny, Paul McEvey. 
T/md Row: R1chard O ' Bnen, Frank Schwartz, C harles ]. Zclnik, John ]. Kilbane. 
Fourth Row: Rev. Wdliam ]. Murphy, S.J., Moderator ; James Slattery, Jr., Richard B. Sullivan, 
C lemence Schilling, Jr., Richard Sweeney. 
Prt"ndolf. J :une <> F. Sbtterr: l 'i, <·-Prdidoll, Roh('rt Lyons: Sf( rt/tJrV, Joseph Power'\. 
The Boo~t('r Club. J ohn Carroll\ newe~t campu~ activit)' . \\;t'i orgamzed dunng the \ummer of 1947. Tn February 
of tlw~ year the club wa .. rcor~anJLed. anJ the Carroll Unton granted the group a cha rter. wh1ch wa .. drafted by B o~ter 
members John J . Kilbane and Chn .. L. H a,\klll .... \\llh th(" prirnarr purpo~e to llhtdl. foster. and perpetuate a "Pirll of 
loya lt y. appren:tt•on. and ... upport wuhm the 'tudent body of the Un!ver ... ,ty . 
Actmg a~.o the ''nglu arm" of the Carroll Ulllon. but under the directiOn of its own officers. the C lub promote'\ 
such actlvitll"S a" ralli("'i, half-tune program<,. \tudent cheermg ... ect!O n"' and po,t -game ce lebrations for all athletiC ev("nh. 
promote~ danch. :ts\ i:..ts 10 the succes .. ful outcome of acl!VItlc ... of other campu~ organtlatlon::.. and such other prOJ("Ch a~ 
may br as ... •gned from tnll(" to tune br tf,(" Carroll Un•on. 
Perhaps th(" mo!>t ou tstandlllg act1v1ty of the- Booster C lub during the past year was the tnauguration of J ohn 
Ca rroll's f1rst Football Queen ConteJ;t. Thi::. event, whiCh I S to brcome an annual affa1r on the campus, met with 
rt>!-.ound111g \ucces!>. Thr first Queen. Ur\uhnr College co·t"d R1ta Burrhle. wa\ cro"'ned at tlw Blue Streaks' final !947 
grtd contrM. fe ted at a gala banquet. and honored at the annual Sen1or Football Dance at the- Lake Shore ountry lub. 
Other s ucce\~ful act1vitirs of the Booster Club mcludrd such half· tnne "k't" :t\ the ')IX green-clad In shmen who 
Jigged at the Op(" rllng football game agaut~t \'<loos ter and th(" " Joe Collegr'' boy), replete \\•tth bell \ and raccoon coats. 
who chugged around the f1eld in the- fvlodel "T'' Ford at the Baldw~n -Wallace and Case games. They also included 
'i>uch 1mpres~1ve ceremon1es as those hononng men l1ke the Rev . Edv.,ard Bracken. S .J .. Jack Cicuto. Ray G1bbons. and 
l\1r . Frank Burke. whose srrvtCe!'> and lo~alty have brought honor and glory to Blue Streak teams of thr past. And las t 
hut not least, the Boostrr lub brought arroll a ne"'' ma ... cot 1n Rex, full ·bloodrd St. Bernard, who, clad tn hi" blue 
and gold cap(" and sportin~ a cask at h1s throat, cavorted on the s idrltne\ at all horne game~. 
These and othrr activ1t1es have ~pi ned for the Boo~ter Club a h1gh pos tt 1on o n the campus. ~1oderat«l by t h(" 
Rrv. William J . Murphy. S.J .. the dub ha<., been lun itrd to a total membenh1p of twenty ·f ivr men '~ho have :..hown 
thrtr wdhngne:..s and abd,ty to serve the purpose~ of the organtzat1on: ')('rviCe. loyalt)•. and !>plrll are the three attr1butrs 
of Booster membrr~. 
The twenty-f ivr 
Charlrs S . Allamon 
L:1wrence Badar 
Robert Beaudrv 
James l.J . FnzGrrald 
Michael Flynn 
Charter m embers of 
David G1bbons 
H er:,chel Harvey 
C hris Hawkins 
Tohn J. Kilbane 
Robert Lyons 
1he or~aniza tion are : 
Paul M cF.vev 
John ) . Mueller 
Richard O'Bnen 
Geor~e Pokorny 
J oseph Powers 
Joh n P . Rei lley 
John Rukoskv 
Wdham Ryan 
C lemence Schtlling 
Fra nk Sctn~artz 
" A Booster will lead them." 
H enry Skowronski 
I ames F . Slattery 
Rtchard B. Sullivan 
RIChard S"'•et1tey 
C harles ZelniCk 
fro111 Row: James R. Ruffing, Edward P . Murphy, Sec., Owen ]. McDermott, Thomas E. 
Bachman. 
Seco11d Row: Salvatore J. Calabrese, Thomas M. Durk :n, Union Rep ., Raymond A. Patton, 
Frank ]. Yadouga , Pres ., Wdliam ]. Leovic, John E. Sullivan. 
Third Row: James F. Quilter, David C. Maurer , Raymond j. O'Leary, \'V'illiam G. Wilson , 
Daniel J. Krubowsk• , Walter I Droba. 
After several years of inactivity during World War II, the French Club was reorganized in 1946 
under the supervision of Mr. Bernard S. Jablonski, director of the French department. As its purpose 
Les Dialo~ues strives to stimulate interest in and improvement of rhe student's use of the French 
language. By conducting the major portions of business and social meerin!(S in French , the student soon 
learns to express himself in everyday French with little hesitation, thus helping make classroom discussion 
cas1er. 
First cultural activity of the current club year was held in November 1947. It consisted of a pro-
j:'ram of selections by noted French composers and starred Miss Marjorie Knoll, soprano, and Miss 
Colette Jablonski, pianist. Brief talks on Debussy, Thomas, Faure, and RJvel by club members featured 
the interludes. 
In December a French film ··La Marsedlaise ," especially recommended for students and faculty of 
the French and h'story departments, was presented by Les Dialogues. Also in attendance were members 
of the Ursuline College French Club. 
Along with other extracurricular organizations, Ler Dialogues in February of 1948 entered a float in 
the pre-Lenten Mardi Gras dance. The float was a model of a sidewalk cafe of the type found so fre-
quently along the great boulevards of Paris. 
In March a slide program of famil.ar Parisian scenes was presented by members who had seen 
Paris during their tour of army duty in Europe. After rhe exhibition, a discussion covering various aspects 
of French life ensued. 
Les Dialogues completed its events agenda by sponsoring a tax stamp campaign to raise funds to 
purchase a recording mach'ne. Use of this machine is available to all students of French who encounter 
pronunciation difficulties. Usual procedure is to cut a record of rhe lesson in doubt under supervision of 
the instructor. The record can then be taken home by the student and played on his own record player 
in order to ascertain what particular aspect needs improvement. 
Mr. BernardS. Jablon ki 
Moderator 
Thomas M. Durkin 
( 111io11 Represett/<1/tve 
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OFFICERS 
Richard Snider 
William O 'Connor 
Thomas L. McGovern 
M r. James J . Peirolo 
Preside11 t 
V ia-Presidwt 
Secretary· Treasurer 
Moderator 
Under the able direction of its president, Richard Snider, the Spanish Club enjoyed a banner year. 
Aiding Richard Snider in his official duties were William O 'Connor, vice-president, and Thomas L. 
M cGovern, secretary-treasurer. Mr. James J . Peirolo of the modern language department is faculty 
moderator. 
The purpose of the Spanish Club as set forth in its revised constitution is to fos ter a greater interest 
among students of S panish in Ibero cu lture, language, and art. To this purpose the club rhis year spon-
sored a tour of the South American consulates ; academic help for students, such as tlltoring; and a 
program of recording voices in Spanish dialects. The club also made avai lable to its members a selective 
and critical bibliography of books and periodicals relating co the history, economics, policies, and inter-
national relations of Ibero-America. The Spanish C lub participates in the N .F.C.C.S. through the Inter-
American Commission. 
Highspot of the year's activities, however, was the gala Mardi Gras dance held Sunday, February 
8, in the superbly decorated universi ty auditorium. Sec off by attractive queens and rheir floats , each 
representing some collegiate activity, the dance was one of the most colorful ever held at Carroll. 
Club members intend to continue the Mardi G ras dance each year as a tradition at John Carroll. 
The more than two hundred couples who attended this year's initial Mardi G ras danced to the music 
of Jim Sweeney and his orchestra. 
Fmt Row: R. M . Duffy, Rev. ). A. K1efer, S.J., \VI. H . Corrigan, Dr. ]. F. O'Donnell , 
). F. Leonard. 
Secoud kow: W . j . Roscelli , ). ]. Mothews, P. A . O'Neill. D . R. Seliskar, ]. ]. Gale, L. j. 
Valko. 
T/,d k ow: john A. Heywood, Jos. L. Mcf-arland, j. f.. Spaniol , R. ] . O'Brien, M . T. Lally, 
E. j . Ament. 
Joseph F. Spaniol 
john J . Gale 
Marrin Lally 
OFFICERS 
Rev. Joseph A. Kiefer, S .j . 
Preside11/ 
Surelary 
Librarian 
Moderator 
This year the Classical Club of John Carroll University which had been inacr"ve during rhe war 
years was revived . Under rhe guidance of irs moderators, rhe Rev. Joseph A . Kiefer, S.]. , and Dr. James 
F. O 'Donnell, rhe club mer and chose joseph F. Spaniol , president ; John J . Gale, secretary ; and 
Marrin Lally, librarian. With in a few weeks the club had drawn up a new constitution and had sub-
mitted ir ro rhe Carroll Union. The constitution was unanimously accepted by rhe Union, and rhe 
Classical Club rook irs place among the other functioning organizations of the school. 
The purpose of rhe club is ro stimulate interest in and appreciation of the classics by offering an 
opportunity for special research in classical literature and history. In following our chis purpose rhe 
officers of rhe club mapped out a program for rhe year which included a study of all the extant plays of 
Sophocles, a discussion of rhe Iliad of Homer, research in rhe meaning and the imporrance of rhe oracles 
in ancient rimes, and readings from the kepubi,c 0f Plato. In addition to chis, one act from rhe Pormio 
of Terence was staged for the benefit of rhe club members. 
The activities for rhe year closed with a presentation in essay form of rhe " Influence of Ancient and 
Medieval Concepts of \'(forld Government on rhe United Nations." 
Carpe diem quam m1111>1111m credula poslfro. 
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Otlt Hundred Four 
Extra-curricular and cholastic undertakings satisfy 
the mental appetites of man, but physical perfection 
must also be considered to bring him complete coordina-
tion of mind and body. Athletics in university life, 
therefore, is an important and es entia! factor in the 
student's complete development. Outlets for his talents 
are provided every student possessing different and 
varying degrees of perfection in his respective field. 
Institutions of high caliber have rea lized this pressing 
requirement and have employed the necessary means 
to meet this ever increasing demand. The successful 
undertaking of such a plan of action results in the pro-
duction of the ultimat: in physical perfection. 
0 
n 
One H 11 r~d red Ft ¥t 
Rev. Edward C. McCue, S .j . 
Mr. 
Atltletic Board 
Very Rev. Frederick E. Wclfle, S .j. 
(hazmzau a( thf l l thlfttl /Joa1d 
Eugene G. Oberst 
Rev. Gdberc H . Krupitzer, S .j . 
Director 
of 
Athletics 
In the wmter of early 1947, Mr. Eu:.ene G . Oberst was promoted to the pos; tion of athletic 
director for John Carroll University. Mr. Oberst immediately began the promotional task that must 
accompany any great growth in intercollegiate athletics . 
Mr. Oberst, former Olympic javelin champion, graduated from Notre Dame University in 1924. 
Before coming ro Carroll , the athletic director a<quired a wealth of coaching experience including posi-
tions at Roman Catholic High, Philadelphia ; Canisius College, Buffalo; Washington and Lee University, 
Lexington, Virginia ; and DePaul University, Chicago. 
In 1936 he came to Carroll to assist Tom Conley, Carroll's head football coach at that time. When 
Carroll ceased its intercollegiate competition in 1942, Athletic Director Oberst carried on as head of the 
physical training program for the avy V -1 2. When the war ended, he was made head coach for both 
the 1945-46 basketball team and the 1946 football squad. 
During the past year Carroll 's sports mentor has devoted his efforts to developing intramural spores, 
attempting to gather a representative Blue Streak track team, and acquiring bigger and better opponents 
for Carroll's bigger and better football and basketball squads. He has done f ine work in all of these 
endeavors. 
Head Coach Herb Eisele 
Mr. Herb E•sele. the new head football coach at Carroll , needs !.ttle mtroducnon to sports fans 
throu~hout Greater Cleveland. No adjecuves can fully depict Eisele's reputation as a football coach ; hiS 
record speaks for him. 
When Coach H erb " Skeeter'' Eisele began to fasluon Blue Streak material in to an efficient football 
machme last spring, he went all the way. He poured all his explosive ener~y into the job of buildmg a 
successful football team for Carroll . The past year's record tells the story. 
A product of Cleveland parochial schools, Herb attended Cathedral Latin High School where he 
held down an end position next to h is life-long fr"end and present assistant coach , Bill Bclanich. The two 
attended Dayton University where they established outstanding records on the gridiron. Eisele 
acquired a berth on the LJttle All -American footba ll ream. After graduation from Dayton in 1926, he 
returned to Cathedral Latin where he comp"led the most outstanding foo tball record in the history of 
Cleveland 's scholastic sport . His ent:re record includes nine city championships, three mythical state 
championships, 131 wins, 33 defeats, and 18 ties. 
Football Mentor Eisele came to Carroll when athletics were at a low ebb, when Blue Streak football 
prestige was nil. Through hard work and ability he moulded a team which successfully inaugurated a 
new era in Carroll football. Operating under the usual first year handicaps, Eisele has already installed 
the winning spirit in the student body, in the alumni , and in the team. 
O ne Hu,dr~d S('Hn 
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The game is on. 
John Carroll's twenty-fi fth yea<· of gridiron competition 
was rhe most successful since 1939, when the Blue and Gold 
captured the Big Four ride. Starring rhe season with a new 
staff, Head Coach Herb Eisele, aided by Bill Belanich and 
Frank Gaul, rhe Streaks with their big, fast, determined squad, 
composed mostly of freshmen , emerged with six victories and 
three defeats , an outstanding record. 
Each game produced irs thrills and chills as well as a new 
star, bur a few consistently brilliant players should be men-
tioned. Heading the list was Co-Captain , and only Senior 
squad member, Joe Fougerousse. A stalwart lineman , Joe 
played some five hundred minutes of excellent football this 
season-he was considered the most reliable and most steady 
lineman on the team . 
Spring practice- the cause of stiff joints and aching bones. 
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A winner of All-Big Four honors for the second straioht year was Jud Whelan, defensive jl;enius in the 
Carroll forward wall. Three freshmen, Bob "The Arm" Kilfoyle, Associated Press choice for All-Ohio quarter-
back; Sig Holowenko; and "King" Carl TascH, the leading district scorer, also were placed on the All-Big Four 
rearn. 
Last but by no means least was the spark plug of the Streaks, and one of the best pass receivers ever to 
don Carroll colors, Jim "Crazy Legs" Moran. 
The entire team deserves hi11;h pra·se for compiling one of the most impressive statistical records in the foot -
ball history of the University. The team was well polished in both offensive and defensive power. A hard-
charging, aggressive line held the opponents to 125 points, while the fleet-footed backs amassed 209 points 
for the Blue and Gold. 
The season opened with a pleasant surprise that warmed the hearts of all Carroll rooters when the Streaks' 
r,rid machine laced and chased a hapless Wooster eleven all over the Cleveland Stadium turf by thoroughly 
smashing the Scots, 39-0. While Carl TaseH flashed his running prowess in this Jpme, the famous Kilfoyle-
to-Moran pass combination, which became the talk of th 2 rown, was developed and led the powerful Carroll of-
fense. The stelbr line play was headed by jud Whelan and Joe Fougerousse. 
TascH scores season's first touchdown against Wooster. 
O ne Nundr~d Nin~ 
Burns, tackle 
Eisenmann, fullback 
Om· Hundrf'd Trn 
Conti, nrd 
The real test came the followmg Sarurday night, 
October 4, when the Streaks traveled to Toledo to battle 
the high ly favored Toledo Rockets in the Glass Bowl. 
Playing their best game of the entire schedule, a spirited 
Carroll eleven blasted the Rockets, 35-14. Again Bob 
Kilfoyle amazed the throng with his deadly accurate 
passing, completing 19 out of 25 attempts. Not just 
one star in this game, but the entire squad played All-
American football to win this stunning victory that 
established Carroll as one of the top teams in Ohio. 
The torrid Streaks had a case of let·down blues the 
following Friday n ight, O ctober 10, ar Xavier when a 
rugged Muskie line completely bottled up the Carroll 
offense and maintained a nine·ga1ne winning jinx over 
the Blue and Gold with a resounding 21-0 victory. The 
first Carroll loss this season, it was the first time Coach 
Herb Eisele had left a gridiron in defeat in four years. 
Eisenmann gains through the Toledo line . 
0Lmick, md 
Eline, center 
Fair, fullback 
Helvey, er1d 
Faix, hal/back 
Carroll came roaring back the following Saturday, 
October 18, as the team pounded its way to victory 
and sweet revenge over the B-W Yell ow jackets in a 
thrill-a-minute mud battle at League Park ending up 
on the long count of a 28-19 score. jack Minor and 
Carl Taseff, along with the superb line play of Mike 
Magri, led the attack and paced the Eisele eleven back 
into the winning column. 
In just another football game under the lights at 
Shaw Stadium, Saturday night, October 25, Carroll 
ended all speculation as to which college had the top 
team m the Cleveland district by riding roughshod 
over Case Tech's Rough Riders , 26-6. Norris Fair was 
the big gun as he Rashed for three tallies, and the 
Blue and Gold grid machine was rolling in high gear. 
Kent pass is completed through the right Carroll defense. 
Gibbons, ct11ter 
Holowenko, tackle 
Janiak, r iJ(/ 
McKeon, guard 
Kilfoyle, qu<~rterback 
The b1ggest upset of the schedule, and a very bitter 
pill for most Carroll followers to swallow, was the Kent 
State surprise 26-7 victory at Kent Field, Saturday 
afternoon, ovember I . Entering the game as a 20-point 
favorite, rhe Streaks were completely stymied by a 
spirited Golden Flash eleven led by Scarback Wilbur 
Little and a heady quarterback , cal elson . The 
cocky Carroll ream was virtually blasted out of the 
Kent State Field. 
Staging one of the most thrilling comebacks in 
Carroll'> gridiron history, the Blue Streaks defeated a 
stubborn 
afternoon , 
touchdown 
iagara team at Niagara, ew York, Sunda}' 
ovember 9 . Spotting the Purple a three-
lead, the Blue and Gold roared back to score 
27 points in the fourth quarter to crush the Eagles by 
an overwhelming score of 41 -26. Carl Taseff, one of the 
heroes of the game, sparked the late rally with touch-
down runs of 79, 76. 4, and 28 yards; the band and 
the fans did the rest with a posrponed surge of support 
in the fourth quarter. A train wreck had stranded 
Carroll' s followers and silenced them for three quarters . 
Soeder evades a Toledo tackler on his touchdown run . 
Minor, halfback 
Purnicki, hal/back 
Then came the th"rd and fino! defeat which c~n be 
fairly c~llcd a stans:.cal v1cror; (or Carroll Losing 
their weirdest game of the seas~n. the luckless local lads 
bo'·· ed to bad brooks a:1d the Y oun~stown College 
Pen;;ums. 13-2. a t Raycn Stadium on a bmer cold Fri-
day ni~;ht, ovember 15. Carroll completely domll11teJ 
the fray by compd ng 18 first downs to the Penguins' 3. 
amassed 220 yards to I 04 yards for opponents, but 
wound up at the sh~rt end of the count. J ud \'V'helan , 
Bdl McKeon, and J .m Moran shared the spot light 
honors for the Un.versity. 
Taself, fullback \XIhelan, guard 
One Hundred Thirtun 
Father Mooney and Mascot "Rex" Coach Herb Eisele expresses his thanks 
after receivinR a 1948 Ford coupe 
from illS fr iends. 
Playing in ram and mud, the Blue Streaks climaxed the successful season by freely romping 31-0 
over the scrappy but ragged Akron Zippers on Saturday, November 22, at the Akron Rubber Bowl. 
As the first Carroll football queen, Miss Rita Buehrle watched every member of the Carroll squad play 
the final contest. Jim Moran electrified the small, rain-soaked crowd with a 91-yard dash down the slippery 
sidelines; Don Faix caught a Kilfoyle pass to score his touchdown of the year; Jimmy Eisenmann, a 
fleet -footed offensive back, made the defens:ve play of the season; and Carl Taseff captured the district 
scoring honors with two touchdown runs. 
That wrote "finis" into the 1947 record book, but the Carroll rooters arc looking forward to next 
year when that same team will be back to play again. 
Ont Hundud f"ourtnn 
Captain of the 1947 eleven, joe Fougerousse. He played in all 
nine games, anchoring well the tackle slot of the Carroll line 
with his 240 pounds of brain and brawn. The only senior on 
the team, joe deserves top mention in the j.C.U. Hall of 
Grid Fame. 
Minor and Longville befuddle themselves and the Case tao! back. 
football presented to Mr. Frank Burke. Founder of Carroll's athletic program, Father 
Bracken, re:cives recognition at rhe Carroll -Case 
game. 
Intercepting an Akron pass on his own 9 -yard line, Jim Moran completes a 91 -yard 
dash through the defense, eluding a coffin corner tackler as he crosses the goal line. 
Coach Bdl Bebnich Trainer Dick Iliano 
BELA TCH 
Frequently one hears it said char the success of a coach can be measured by his ability to choose good ass•s· 
rants. If this statement is true, Coach Herb Eisele need not worry abom his future 111 the pigskm world . He 
could hardly have chosen a more capable asSIStant than Mr. \'<ldliam Belanich . 
Mr. Belanich and Coach Eisele started their long football friend<h1p at Cathedral Lar'n in the early 1920's. 
They played tackle and end respectively both at Larin and later at Dayton University . After graduation from 
Dayton, Mr. Belanich played three years of professional ball when rhe profess 'onal field was far from the organi-
zation and profits of today. Next, he returned to Dayt Jn where he first coached the freshmen, and then was pro· 
mored to head line coach. 
The quiet-speaking line coach tried to break away from the football parade in 193 2, bur fou nd that it 
'~as in his blood. He joined Coach Eisele at Larin in 1942, and in a short rime the pair were building reams that 
gave Larin its most successful football period in its en r:re bright history. 
Everyone was quite pleased when Mr. Belanich decided to accompany Coach Eisele to Carroll where they 
are continuing their climb to fame. 
JUANO 
Baldwin-Wallace and Western Reserve have contributed to the Carroll athletic staff in the person of l'vlr. 
Richard Tliano, bruise healer extraordinary. 
Before entering the Army to participate in rhe recent dispute, Dick played football and was a manager 
of other sports at B-W. He is now studying for his master's degree at Reserve. 
Football presentation honoring Ray Gibbons and Jack Cicuro. 
Om· llundr~d Srxtun 
M1ke Sweeney and Frank Gaul exhibit the John D. Connors trophy awarded 
to the most valuable frosh football player. 
Freshman football, the proving ground for tomorrow's varsity, made up in ability what it lacked in depth 
Twenty-five gr:dders under Frosh Coach Frank Gaul swept a three-game schedule, blasnng Baldwin-\'<lallace Col-
lege twice, 20-6 and 6-0, and Kent State University, 19-7. In addition to these regulation skirmishes, yearlings 
daily during the season traded bruises with the varsity crew. 
Honored in December as the outst1nding first-year performer was Rudy Schaffer, former Benedictine High 
School luminary, who was awarded the new Jack Connors trophy in recognit<On of his athletic and academ1c 
ability. On display permanently at the university, the cup each succeeding year will be engraved with the name 
of the most promising newcomer during that respective campaign. 
The trophy IS a 30-inch bronze and mahogany memorial to the late Jack Connors who performed as l 
frosh gridder for Carroll in 1941 and as a paratrooper for the Marine Corps until 1945 when he was felled 
by a sniper's bullet on Iwo Jima. Connors' teammates of the 1941 freshman football squad made rhe 
presentation. 
Schaffer was pushed hard in the trophy competition by end Ed Kubanc1k, a teammate at Benedictine; 
Sil Comachione, fullback from Collinwood; and Don Shula, halfback aspirant from Painesville, 0 . All four 
showed to advantage in rhe annual spring inrrasquad dash in May. 
Orher freshmen who will be gunning for varsity berths this fall arc Dick O'Brien, Toledo, 0 . tackle; Bruce 
Donaldson, Detroit, Mich. guard; Roy Kropac, Painesville, 0 . center; and George Werling, halfback and Cath-
edral Latin product. 
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was presented to Rudy Schaffer. 
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One Hundred Snrntan 
.\catcd: George Kappos, Frank Daugherty, Carl Tasclf, j1m Cox, d Doyle, Dick lliano (trainer). 
~lalldHif.: 13dl Clark (mgr.), George Colem1n, Larry H owland , J im McCormi · k, Don K1ssel, Bill H owland, 
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Bob Tedesky, Mr. orb Rascher (coach) . 
Anorher otre Dame University contribution to the Blue Streak bram trust 
1s Mr. Norb Raschcr. Mr. Rascher, whose home town is Ch:cago, I llinois, first came 
to the attention of Cleveland basketball fans through his outstanding success at 
Benedictme H1gh School. While at Benedictine, his teams emerged victorious m 
42 out of 46 games. 
The 37-year-old mentor has coached football and baseball as well as basketball . 
Before commg to Benedictine, Mr. Rascher mou lded the Altoona Catholic High School 
football ream 111t0 a powerhouse that was able to emerge victorious in 27 our of 29 
battles. 
An untiring worker, Mr. Rascher started work on the '48-'49 five as soon as rhe 
foorballers left the field house last spring. If good players and hard work can assure 
a coach of success, he will give Carroll some exceptional basketball aggregations m 
the next few years. 
Coach Norb Rascher 
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Carroll recovers in the j .C.-6 .\1(1. game. 
42 Fenn 
50 s c 0 R E s \XIooster 61 6-\XI 60 Detroit 
47 Akron 
55 Youni\stown 
53 DePaul 
35 Loyola 
60 Case 
58 Fcnn 
43 R-\XI 
65 \X! men berg 
54 Youni\stown 
60 Akron 
58 Case 
73 Gannon 
51 Detroit 
44 Kent 
58 Marquette 
62 \'(/ i rtenbcrg 
3 I RowJmg Green 
47 Gannon 
60 Kent 
1,233 
Captain of the quintet, George Cole:nan. 
Marquertes Gene 6erce scoring two of h1s 32 points which set an all-time Arena 
scoring record. 
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O ne Hundred l\'11utccn 
The H owland br:>t:1ers push th-ou; h a two-pomter. 
The athletic rebuilding pro ram initiated dunng the football season thi s year extended through the basket· 
ball schedu le . Pre-season speculation indiCated that th e Blue Streaks would be the team to beat in this area. 
The appointment of Mr. orb Rascher, whose outs:1ndmg record at Bened ictine H igh School earned him the 
reputation as the best high school coach in the c.ty, was h11led as a dec·s,vc s:ep towards the fulfillment of 
this program. The team itself was held 111 h1gh estec :n, hoasun~ as it d1d such stars as Bob Tedcsky, former 
member of the championsh ip Iowa squad of 1945; john G allagher, 1946 district h1gh scorer and two-time let· 
terman; George Coleman, captain and outstandmg B1g 4 guard, a lso a letterman; Larry Howland , lanky sharp-shoot-
ing center; Don Kissel and Carl TascH, both promment Cleveland high school stars. 
Doyle, guard Daugherry, {oro·ard Cox, forward 
One 1-lu nd,cd T n etH)' 
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Gallagher, /om-arc/ L. Howland. CCIIIcr 
jump ball 111 the foul circle - Doyle versus McCall 
The season also presented several fe1wres mtended to produce large receipts 
at the box·off1ce. No~ only was Carroll playmz most of ItS games at home for 
the first nme 1n many years, but als~ It had scheduled some of the top teams of 
the nation: Bowlmg Green. lat.onal Inv1· 
\'if. Howland, [!.!lard 
tatlo:ul To· rna~1crtt co'ltes:ant: DePaul, 
1 ar.o:nl Bns:·etball AssoCiatiOn Tourna· 
ment p1rur1p1nt: Loyola, Marquette. 
Baldwm-\'i!alhce, and Detroit. Most of 
the home ga:11es were to be played at the 
Cleveland Ar~n1, at the invitation of AI 
Sutphm, owner·mana;er of the local ice· 
house. 
Prospects of a brdliant season loomed 
111 the offmg, but th1s glowing promise 
faded to materialize. In the very first 
game an ag ressive Fenn College five. 
usmg a t1ght zone defense, completely 
stopped a rather shabby Carroll offensive, 
upsetting the Streaks 44-42. Kissel. g11ard 
One: Hrmdnd TucTif)·one 
Coleman hangs on to the ball despite opposition tactics. 
The \XI ooster Scots staved off a va!.ant second half Carroll rally to wm 54 -50 at the Arena on the 
following Friday. The Streaks opt:mistic hope of breaking into rhe "win" column was brutally crushed 
by a vicious, high-scoring Baldwin· Wallace quintet. This 83 -61 dcf cat marked n new Arena scoring 
record and was the ~vorst debacle in Carroll's bashtball history. 
A trip to Detroit rewarded Carroll with its imtial victory of the season. Fl.,shin~o; dazzling speed 
and consistent shooting, the Blue and Gold blasted the University of Detroit 60-41. 
Coach orb Raschcrs cagers came through with an outstanding performance while losing to a highly 
favored Akron Zipper aggregation 5Z-47 at the Goodyear Gym. Akron . ombining a smooth function· 
ing offense with tight defense. the Streaks pressed the Rubbenown qumter; but the Zippers won the 
game at the foul line , making eighteen out of thirty charity tosses. 
The centers clash. 
.. 
... 
KISsel, Doyle. Tedcsky, and Howland move in . 
Bad luck followed the cagers back into the Arena where the Youngstown Penguins checked a desperate Car· 
roll rally for a 61-55 tr :umph . Carroll stood on the rhreshhold of national fame for fifty-nine minutes, bur a last 
second foul gave a h1ghly toured DePaul squad a 54-53 victory . 
Loyola invaded next and left Clevela nd w1rh a very high reg.1rd for Carroll's hoop artiSts. The 43-35 score 
was hardly an md1carion of the Streaks' brilliant performance. The Loyolans were rated the seventh team 111 the 
nat1on boastmg a sconng average of 63.4 points per game. Only three other reams were able to hold the Chicagoans 
to less than 50 points: Georgetown, Indiana, and DePaul. 
The cagers won the~r second and third VICtories in success1on, defeating a surprising Case Tech outfit 60-55, 
and ave ngmg their f~rst loss by drubbing Fenn 58-48. These two games coupled with the showing against DePaul 
and Loyola rev1ved hopes that the team had finally hit 1ts stride and was ready to assume a distinctive spot among 
the top teams of the reg1on . 
The Rascher men a gam coll1ded w1th B- W at the Arena and not only failed to avenge their ear her lacmg 
but were completely routed by the •gnom1n1ous score of 72-43. 
On January 17 at Spnngfield, Bob Tedesky racked up 25 points as he paced Carroll to a 65-58 victory over 
the Wittenberg T1gers. In the following week Jack Christein, Youngstown's one-man team , posted 36 points, as 
the Pengums lambasted the Blue Streaks 81-54 . 
Akron added to the Streaks ' woes br annexmg the1r second victory of the season over Carroll by an 80-66 
score. 
Kotrany, guard Lytle, /ornard fvlcCorm1ck, ctii/U 
One Hundred Tw~nl)·thrct 
Tedesky, forward Taseff, J!.llard 
Howland sinks a rwo-pomter from the side. 
Employing accurate long-range shoonng. rhe local sharpshooters spanked ase Tech for the second 
nme winning 58-51. Playmg one of rhe:r best games of rhe campa.gn, rhe Streaks decisively 
whipped an unimpressive Gannon College outfit 73-51. The rampaging varsity shot with deadly accuracy 
all night, and even the second team showed an cffecuve sconng punch by garnishmg 23 pomts in the 
last stanza. 
The now red -hot Streaks extended the1r srnng by rrouncmg the U . of D . Titans for the second 
time by a 51-44 score. However, rhe jubilation was short-lived, for the Golden Flashes of Kent State 
handed the Carroll boys their eleventh defeat of the season 59-44. 
Gene Berce. the Marquette sharpshooter, pur on rhe greatest one-man scor.ng exhib1non ever to 
h:t the Sutphin Frozen Palace, hitting the meshes for 32 markers as he led the Hdlroppers to a smashing 
73-58 VIctory. 
The Streaks s:utrled a rough and tumble \Vmenberg squad 62-54 for the:r second triumph of 
the season at rhe expense of the fightmg Tigers. The hardwood wizardry of Bowlmg Green was 
roo much for the Carroll cagers, as the 8-G's waltzed to a 64-31 triumph over j. C. U. 
Regisrenng their ninth conquest of the season, the Streaks subdued the hapless Gannon College 
quinter 47-36. Kent Stare rang down the curtain on basketball for rhe year when it stopped Carroll 
76-60 at Cathedral Latin. 
While the season was not pre-emmenrly successful, ne1ther can 1t be cons1dered a d1smal fadure. 
In the final analysis the record g1ves much satisfaction and also ratses the hopes for more notable future 
achievements. Carroll amassed I 233 pomts m wmnmg 9 our of 23 games whde playing ro more than 
77,000 fans. 
Q,,~ Hrmdrcd TJJ·cnt)··{OtH 
Two more for Carroll. 
Howland ftghrs hts way up. ~lcCormick adds another tally. 
ox I NG 
Head BoxinR Coach Frank G.tul. 
Mr. Frank Gaul )\rlduated from 
in the fall of that year as an assistant 
Training Department durin~ the war, 
discharge. 
otre Dame in 1936 and starred his coaching career at Curoll 
to Tom Conley. He served four years with the Navy's Phystca l 
and held the rank of lieutenant commander at the tnnc of his 
Coach Gaul distributes his t ime coaching the freshman football team and C.trroll's 
cessful boxing ream, organizing the tennts ;quad, and teaching physical educatton. The 
important cog in the Carroll athletic machine . 
Firs/ Row: Rich Snider, Chet Zychowski. 
Suo11d Row: Kelly Purcell, John Buckon, Gene Burns, B.>b Geis, Jack Radican . 
surprisinRIY suc· 
coach " another 
Third Row: Coach Frank Gaul, AI Howard , Dan McDonnell, Ed Kelly, Tom Campion, Tom Cunningham, George 
LaCava, Paul Hennessy, Dave Sreinmueller, Tom D'Ambra . 
Unt' Hundr~d 1 Jt ~n ty-u x 
Intercollegiate boxing enjoyed its second successful season on the Carroll campus in I948 as Coach 
Frank Gaul 's miners fightin g some of the toughest opponents m rhe country punched out a record that 
included two wins, two hard -fought losses, and a ri c. 
Mr. Gaul brought the rin g sport co Carroll in I 947 when h is inexperienced squad met and defeated 
Loyola (Chicago) Untvcrsi ty 4 1(,-3 1 :: 111 a match whtch drew nearly I ,OOO fans to the University Audi-
torium . The I94 7 squad produced an entry for the Alma Mater in rhe ational Collegiate Boxing 
Tournament at the Untversiry of \'(/i consin when apram Mike Sweeney accepted an invitation to plr-
ricipare. 
The success of that opening match and the reaction of rhe students and fan s spurred Mr. Gaul 
111 negotiating with severa l " name" schools for rhe I 948 season, and he wound up wnh a rugged sched ule 
which included Bradley University, annually a boxing citadel; DePaul University, one of the year 's really 
rough opponents; Georgetown Univers!rv, one of rhe Ease's powerhouses; rhe University of Minnesota, 
second only to \'(/isconsin in rhe Big Nine; and Catholic Universtry, Ease coast champs a few years past. 
In addition he had a squad composed of only three veterans but one which showed ability and the 
will co win as the season went on . Returning from his I 947 squad were Jack Radican , I 55-pound champ 
and undefeated in more than five years of boxing; Kelly Purcell, I 65-pounder who won his banalion 
championship while attending the U . S . Naval A cademy at Annapolis in the fall of I947; and Capr>in 
Gene Burns, hard-hining heavywetghr contender. 
Rounding our rhe I 948 squad were Cher Zychowski , I 25-pound puncher from Strongsville: Ed Kelly, 
I 30-pound Sr. Ignatius product; Rich Sntder , I 35-pound slugger who became one of rhe most polished 
boxers on the squad; Bob Geis, I 45 -pound mitter whose inexperience handicapped him in several bouts but 
who turned in creditable performances during the entire season; and john Buckon, powerful light -
heavyweight who rocked his opponents with his dynamite-laden gloves. 
Opening against Bradley U . before 750 fans at the Auditorium, rhe Blue and Gold squad won J 
5-3 victory with Radican and Burns scoring first-round knock-ours over rheir opponents from Peoria , 
Illinois . Also fighting in the opener were Don Richards, I 25-pounder who Iacer went on to rhe quarter-
finals in the annual Golden Gloves Tournamenr, and Tom Campion , 130-pound freshman, both of whom 
stepped inro rhe breach when an accident during practice sidelined Zychowski and Kelly . Tom Dobbins, 
I65 -pound sophomore, won a unanimous three-round decision in his first and only fight of the year. He 
left rhe squad after rhe Bradley marches co concentrate on his studies. 
Purcell returned to school in rime for rhe DePaul bouts and won h is decision to help rhe Streaks 
fight a draw with their Windy Ciry opponents , 4-4 . Radican kept his winning streak alive by also win-
ning J three-round nod as Carroll faced its roughest enemy to dare . 
Team aprain Gene Burns . C.A A . Boxing Tournament Entry jack Rad;can 
On~ H undr~d Tw~nt)' Ul'~n 
Buckon 
' s• '"" ropr ... 
ln thr last homr rnro11:Hrr of thr ,·r.n fm thl' 
Blue .111d Go1d. the tm:tmrn Jefc.1ted Georgetown 
4 1e-3 1:• as RaJ:c~n a;J n h ,. ~ up ,1 ftrst·rounl 
h10ckou:, h:s s~rond nf tlv• rr r jo:1:t Btll'kon ":>n 
htS '" ·onJ bout of th~ year Wtth a lop:.,drJ three-
round rod over t 1 e t'le'l tnJefrat:d I •;lu·hrl\'Y· 
wctght hom the \;/ashtn~:on, D. C. s ·h 10!. 
On '~s f1rsr s:c?pln ~-up m:o t~, ... b: ~-CI:l1C, th~ 
squad tra\'cled to !\1 :t!'eopol s o '"C t l illn sJt.1 
a-,d sct'fcreJ tts first defe1t 1:1 t11e sh"n h story 
of the sport at Ca·roll .1s tho Gop'1e ·s d 1wncd th" 
local bcs, 6 1 c -I 1 e R .d en '"" n came' th "" ·h 
wtth t!1e Streaks' lone w n . ,mJ Chot Zrch:>wski 
addeJ the hal,.·pomt wtth h s J,.,,.,,. de;ision ;qa ns 
h1s B1~ t1nc opponent 
In the fmal matc11 of the year, C1th"lir U 
played host to the S:reaks and promptly won a h.lrd-
eorncd 5 1 e -2 1 c v ctorjl as Carroll's R.1dtran a;;.11n 
won hiS de .. Ston. Buckcn also addd a three-round 
win, and Rtch Sntder fou;;ht a Jr.1w th 1t brough: 
v10lcnr reaction fro:n the \\lash ,,gton newsp,lpcr· 
mcn who thou~h: that the sturdy I ~5-pounder h.1d 
won h;s bout go:n;; away. 
H ead to head and toe to tee, 1t s a battle to thr fmish. 
- - -----
Purcell 
The National Collegiate Athletic 
Assoc:ation again accepted a Ca1 roll 
entry for the annual tourney, and 
Radican continued his winning pace 
through the first elimination round at 
the University of Wisconsin, winning 
handily over Jack Lamke from the 
University of California. Carroll's 
champ, however, met his first defeat 
in his career when Ed Reider from the 
University of Maryland's chlmpion · 
ship squad won a split decision from 
the classy Streak. 
Some 3,000 fans supported Carroll"s 
second boxing squad this year, and 
the1r loyalty has helped elevate the 
rmg sport to a major status on the 
campus. The line-up of next year's 
opponents has shown that the mittmen 
will have a rough road ahead of them 
in 1949 with such reams as Minnesota, 
Bucknell , Georgecown, Bradley, and 
Catholic U . already on the sked and 
with such names as Army, Kings 
Point Marines, Lockhaven Teachers, 
all boxing powerhouses, possibly being 
added before the first bell next 
campaign. 
Kelly 
Snider 
In the m1ddlcwe1ghr d1v1sion, Bob Geis of Carroll loses a cough one co George· 
town's Bob Charlton . 
011t' 1/undr~d T~ittlf) · 11int 
Coach Frank Talty Coach D .m lormile 
DA MORMILE 
The larest addition to the ever-growing Corroll cooching staff is Dan icholas Mormile . Mr. 
Mormile attended Holy ame High School and John Carroll University, playing football ond baskerboll 
at both institutions. Although suffering a dislocated shoulder in college, he established an impre.sing 
record which enabled him to become assistant football and boskerball coach .tt Holy Name immed1.1tely 
ofter graduation. 
Mr. Mormile remained assistant coach at Holy Name until 1947, when Head Coach Joe Gavin was 
offered the head-coaching spot at Dayton University. Govin offered lr. lormde an asSIStant's post, 
bur the latter wanted ro try his hand at the head-coaching slot for a change. \XIhen rhe lads from " H . N.' ' 
blasted rhe 38-game winning streak of Cathedral Latin , everyone knew rhar Mr. l'vlormde had rhc neces-
sary coaching qualities. 
The addition of Mr. Mormile as backfield coach enables l'vlr . Eisele ro concemr'fc on the over-all 
coordination of rhe pigskin policy. 
r:RA K TALTY 
The Carroll coaching staff boasts an attorney in the person of Mr. ]. Frank Talty, who has taken 
over the position of assistant varsity and head freshman basketball coach under Head Coach orb 
Rasche r. 
Mr. Talty prepped at Holy ame, where he started his outstanding arhletic and scholastic achieve-
ments . Although he was an honor student for four years and was able enough ar sphere-pitchmg to be 
voted captain of the 1941-42 version of Carroll's basketball team, he found enough nme to be president 
of the Spanish Club as well as the Carroll branch of the JeSLut Honor Society 
R 
A 
c 
K 
Vavruska, 45-yarJ spenal.st Donahue, 45-yard specialist 
The spring of 1948 brought nnothe~ intercollegiate sport to the John Carroll campus, track. Of rhe twenty-
five candidates who reported to Coach Gene Oberst fiftd n were freshmen who are ineltgible for intercollegiate com-
petition, and only half of the others were experienced. With these conditions prevailing Coach Oberst wisely 
decided to begin a building process for next year. Consequently only a few meers were held this year. Among 
these were the Ohio Conference tourney, a triangular meet with Akron and Baldwin-Wallace at Berea, and a dual 
meet at Niagara in which all members of the squad including freshmen and transfer students were allowed to 
compete. With these few meers and daily practice Coach Oberst hoped to season h is athletes for an expanded 
program nexr year . 
The squad was bu ilt around Dashmen Owen Donahue and Ray Vavruska who ran in the Knigh ts of Colum-
bus track meet at the Cleveland Arena. Although neither reached the finals Donahue finished second in hts 
hear, bur because of an error by one of rhe jud~es his name was not turned in as a qualifier for rhe semi-final 
hear. By the rime the mistake was discovered rhe semi-final had been run , and Donahue was left our in rhe cold . 
Coach Oberst had four candidates for the shot-pur post. Of these four only one , Gene Burns, was experienced . 
The others were Jim Kilbane, Sig Holowenko, and Alex Aurilio . In B~b M cCabe, Bob Gannon, and Bob Little 
the Streaks have the nucleus of a fine relay ream. These men bve all run the 440- and 880-yard relays in high 
school. 
With rhe experience gained by these men this year and with new material, prospects for a strong, well-
balanced rrack squad are bright. 
Owen Donahue finishes a close second in rhe preliminary heat at rhe Knighrs of 
Columbus Track Meet on March 19 111 rhe Cleveland Arena. 
Or.~ H1mdrt:d Tfurt) O nt" 
The Intramural Bowling League in action. 
B 0 W L I N G 
In ns second post-war season, the john Carroll Univers'ty Intramural Bowling League put on an 
exhibition of expansion . Instead of the 10 four-ma n teams which rolled in the league the previous year, 
14 five-man teams took to the lanes on Thursday, O ctober 9, 1947, at the Ceda r-Center Recreat ion . 
From the very beginning, the race rook on the appea ran ce of a nip -and -tuck battle between two 
teams, the Spectres composed of J ohn O 'Donnell , Bob Cerwin, Ed Bigler, and Bill and ]im Duhigg; 
and the Who-da -ha's rollmg with julius Sukys, Par Leone , Steve O 'Toole, Bob Schneeberger, and 
Johnny Walker. Tn fact, these two teams monopolized the o. I and 2 spots in the standin f(s from 
November 6 all the way through March 4 when rhe Who-da-ha's began their steady drop. 
The spot of the cha llengers was at the time taken over by rhe Gizmoes who held it until the 
second-last week of competition . That week they slipped by the Spectres into the lead and held on to 
ir for rhe remaining year. The champion Gizmoes were composed of Sal Calabrese, j oe Schwab, 
- teve l gnaur, Dan K rukowski, jack P rochaska, and Bob Knotek . 
The " Kin g Pm Toppler'' of the year was John O ' D onnell , cap tain of rhe runner-up S pectres, whose 
167 average was seven points better than chat of his nearest rival, Jim Kelley of rhe Kin g Pms. Bob 
M cCoy and Bob Jender, both of the Bar Plies, and Jack Friedel of rhe Blowouts rounded out the 
remainder of rhe loop's "All Star Five." 
The final team standings and the team capt:tins were as follo"•s: 
Team aptai1l Team Cc~ptc~iu 
Gizmoes Sal Calabrese Gangsters John Maloney 
Spectres .John O 'Donnell Blowouts G eorge Pokorney 
????'s F.d Kmcik Misses Art Fabry 
Bar Flies Bob Jender Drifrwoods AI Rozic 
Soaks .lohn Socotch Fadeouts Tim Ryan 
Who-da -ha 's Julius Sukys Tail Enders Ralph Gurney 
King Pins Jim Kelley Late Comers Phil Bova 
Keg League Champs The " Gizmoes." 
lc o L F 
The Blue and Gold's 1948 edition of a golf squad enjoyed a good season as 1t drove to f.ve 
111tercollegiare wins whde susrainmg three losses. N1ck Vitt and joe Popovitch, whose golfing 1s con-
SIStently near par , were the sparkplugs of the ream. 
In the f~rst match, the Streaks dumped Baldwin-Wallace by a 9 1 2-2 1 2 count at Homelinks 111 
Olmsted Falls on April 29. Carroll dropped the next match to Youngstown College on May 4 by an 
8 1 2 · 3 1 2 score. 
Feclmg the pam of defeat, they journeyed to Gannon College m Eric, Pa., on May 6 and were 
treated more severely as they were handed a I 0 1 2 -I 1z pasting. 
On May 8, the Blue Streaks flashed past the dubbers of Case Tech at Pine Ridge by a 7 1 2-4 1 2 
marker to notch their second win of the young campaign. 
A repeat performance took place "' Berea on May 13 as the Blue and Gold blasted the hapless 
Baldwtn-Wallace squad again by a score of 7-5. Carroll met H1ram College the followin<( week on 
May 20 at the Aurora course, and H1ram went under a wave of fmc S:reak golfmg, II 1 2- 1 2 . 
The j.C.U. linksters ran mto real trouble when they journeyed to Toledo to meet Toledo Uni-
vcrsny·s powerful golf squad on May 24. Tt was the only s•x-man match of the season for the Streaks, 
and they recetvcd a 22-5 shellacking from the Toledoans. 
In the last match prior to pressnme, the Blue and G~ld defeated Obcrlm C-:>llegc at Pmc Ridge 
on May 27 by an 8-4 count. 
Popovitch and john Klucker were the only holdovers from last years squad when the Rev. Hugh j. 
Rodman, S.j ., 1ssued a call for candidates early th1s spring. 
Vitt headed the newcomers , and he was no stranger to Cleveland golfers, havmg recetved a three 
hand1cap from the Greater Cleveland Golfers Association earlter th s year. Ken Czmger, St. Procop 
H1gh School grad , usually was the fourth man on the team. 
Other members of the team were Bud Beckstead, Gene Frananne, Jerry lntorcto , Jack Cooper, Dtck 
Kleshmski, Frank Mormon, Bob Revdlo, and Frank Daley. 
Popovttch and Vitt exchange notes. 
One Hundrol Tlnrl)·lhru 
TO ALL WHO READ THl BOOK: 
In trying to record all the activities of a school }'Car, a yearbook requires the labor of a 
great number of persons. The Editors acknowledge the help that these individuals have given 
111 producing this first yearbook since the war. 
Recognition is due first of all to Carroll's president, the Very Rev. frederick E. Wclflc, 
S.J., whose planning included even this small detail-inspiring the yearbook staff. The 
Rev. Edward C. McCue, S.J., dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, and Mr. Fritz W. 
Graff, dean of the School of Business, Economics, and Government, arc to be thanked for 
their invaluable advice and financial aid. Mr. Charles ]. Cooney, comptroller, and Mr. 
Frank J. Devlin, business manager of student activities, helped on budgeting matters. Mr. 
James M. Sweeney, Jr., public relations director, and his staff lent their aid unstintingly 
whenever they were asked for help or advice. With equal gratitude the Editor says "Thanks" 
to Mr. Bernard R. Campbell, publications moderator. 
Special mention should be made of the technical advice and cooperation of the Rev. 
Joseph M. Teply, S.j. The constant hubbub of the CARILLO staff when we invaded his 
print shop must have amazed him at times-but he never showed it. W c cannot say 
"Thanks" enough for his pleasant, cheerful encouragement. 
The sharp candid photographs that characteristically depict the Carroll student at work 
and play are the work of John Procha ka, Donald Ungar, and Robert Air. 
Art Editor Bill Roscelli, assisted by Jim Haggerty, John McCaffery, and Alan Sobul, 
worked night and day in planning, layout, and writing copy. 
The Sports section of this edition is the combined work of Sport Editor Charles Mayer, 
Chris Hawkin , and eil Conway. 
Bill Monroe, assisted by Frank Laverick, took over the Society section, and the results 
On< 1-/undr<d Thnl>·four 
speak for themselves. The clever drawings of rhis section arc "originals" by Gene Halagan, 
our sra ff artist. 
The Business Scaff was headed 1:-y Dick Casey . His ab table in rhe lower corridor 
was the place where Boh Munley. Len Vavruska, Thomas Kcll)' , and Ted iewiadomy took 
your orders for rhts hook. 
We cannot forget rhc work of Paul Bohn, our assoCiate editor; Jim Wcy, the 
QUARTERLY Editor; Bill Aspcll, rhc NEWS Editor; Jim Slattery, rhc Booster Club 
prestdenr; and Frank Beaumont, the Commerce Club vice-president-busy men who always 
found rime to rewrite copy, criticize layout, or give advice and help. 
Occupying a posttion similar ro stagehands in a drama producr:on, or the line in a foot-
hall ream, three typists, Mrs. John J. Gaffney, Miss Loretta Rueth, and Miss Carol Loeffler, 
have contrihuted much moral, physical, and mechanical as israncc. 
To overlook rhe various firms and business men who aided commercially the publication 
of this yearbook would be most undesirable . First of all, the individual portraits arc the 
work of Henry Barr of Berea's Eastland Studio . 
Among ochers is Mr. Tom Byrne of the Byrne Advertising Agency who rook entire 
charge of rhe advertising of this yearbook. The Cleveland Engraving Company, through Mr. 
Ted Wahl, manager, and Ray Wilson, assistant manager of the Division of School Annuals, 
helped us through many of the beleaguering technicalities of composition and layout. 
Our printer, Mr. Jack Riehl of Riehl Printing, was patient with us a we passed over 
deadlines. We owe much of rhe detail of the yearbook to him. The fini hing touches 
were under the direction of Mr. John Reith of Mueller Art Cover and Binding Company. 
Let us restat the expressed desire of the former edirors-rhar the CARILLO S of the 
future wirh the full cooperation of the student body may find fruitful years for publication. 
John ]. Gaffney, Editor 
On< Hundwl Thirty-fiV< 
TO ALL WHO READ THIS BOOK: 
In trying ro record all the activities of a school year, a yearhook requires the lahor of a 
great number of persons. The Editors acknowledge the help that these individuals have given 
111 producing thi first yearbook since the war. 
Recognition is due first of all to Carroll's president, the Very Rev. Frederick E. Wei fie, 
S.J., whose planning included even this small detail-inspiring the yearbook staff. The 
Rev . Edward C. McCue, S.J., dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, and Mr. Fritz W. 
Graff, dean of the School of Business, Economics, and Government, arc to be thanked for 
their invaluable advice and financial aid. Mr. Charles J . Cooney, comptroller, and Mr. 
Frank J. Devlin, business manager of student activities, helped on budgeting matters. Mr. 
James M. Sweeney, Jr., public relations director, and his sraff lenr rheir aid unstintingly 
whenever rhey were asked for help or advice . With equal gratitude the Editor says "Thanks" 
to Mr. Bernard R. Campbell, publications moderator. 
Special mention shou!d be made of the technical advice and cooperation of the Rev. 
Joseph M. Teply, S.J. The constant hubbub of the CARILLO staff when we invaded his 
print shop must have amazed him at times-but he never showed it. We cannot say 
"Thanks" enough for his pleasant, cheerful encouragement. 
The sharp candid photographs that characteristically depict the Carroll student at work 
and play are the work of John Prochaska, Donald Ungar, and Robert Air. 
Art Editor Bill Roscelli, assisted by Jim Haggerty, John McCaffery, and Alan Sobul, 
worked night and day in planning, layout, and writing copy. 
The Sports section of this edition is the combined work of Sports Editor Charles Mayer, 
Chris Hawkins, and eil Conway. 
Bill Monroe, assisted by Frank Laverick, rook over the Society section, and the results 
On< flundr<d Thirl>·four 
speak for themselves. The clever drawings of this section arc "original " by Gene Halagan, 
our staff artist. 
The Business Staff was headed l y Dick Casey. His sales table in the lower corridor 
was the place where Boh Munley. Len Vavruska, Thomas Kelly, and Ted Ntcwiadomy took 
your orders for thts book. 
We cannot forget the work of Paul Bohn, our assooatc editor; Jim Wey, rhe 
QUARTERLY Ednor; Bill Aspell, the NEWS Editor; Jim Slattery, the Booster Cluh 
president; and Frank Beaumont, the Commerce Club vice-president-busy men who always 
found rime to rewrite copy, criticize layout, or give advice and help. 
Occupying a position similar to stagehands in a drama product:on, or the line in a fo t· 
hall team, three typists, Mrs. John J. Gaffney, Miss Loretta Rueth, and Miss Carol Loeffler, 
have contributed much moral, physical, and mechanical assista nce . 
To overlook the various firms and business men who aided commercially the publication 
of this yearbook would be most undc irablc. hrst of all, the individual portraits arc the 
work of Henry Barr of Berea's Eastland Studio. 
Among others is Mr . Tom Byrne of the Byrne Advertising Agency who took enti re 
charge of the advertising of this yearbook . The Clevela nd Engraving Company, th rough Mr. 
Ted Wahl, manager, and Ray Wilson, assistant manager of the Division of School Annuals, 
helped us through many of the beleaguering technicalities of composition and layout. 
Our printer, Mr. Jack Riehl of Riehl Printing, was patient with us as we passed over 
deadlines. We owe much of the detail of the yearbook to him. The finishing touches 
w re under the direction of Mr. John Reith of Mueller Art Cover and Binding Company. 
Let us restate the cxpres cd desire of the former editors-that the CARILLONS of the 
future with the full cooperation of the student body may find fruitful years for publica t ion. 
John ]. Gaffney, Editor 
One Hundwi Thirty-fiV< 
On~ Hu ndrrd Thzri)' ·Jtx 
ln the course of events, the clements needed to bring 
the student to mental and physical perfection have 
been di. cussed. Now comes that all-important phase 
of his development-social life. By participating in 
this activity a man is hrought into contact with the 
reO'llisnc world. He hccomcs O'lcquainted with all t)' pcs 
of people, learns how ro deal with them, and how to 
handle himself in every situation. His personality and 
character arc tested and proved to such a degree that 
he may always do the rig ht thing at the rig ht time. 
Without a social life amid this bustling and active 
world, his mind would become stale, his bod}', stagnant. 
[ 0 n 
,. 
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The Grand March. 
• . Jol1n J Kilbane and Marjorie Dwyer. H onorary 1,111g · 
Kmg and Queen James P. Kilbane and june Collms. 
SOME OF THE PROM COMMITTEE 
judge James C Connell cl1maxed the top sooal event of the year by crownmg Prom Queen June Collms 111 the 
Rambow Room of the Hotel arter on Apnl 7. The Queen was escorted by K1ng James P. Kdbane and attended by 
Honorary Prom Queen MJrJOfle Dwyer. Judge Connell was mtroduced by John J. Kdbane, Carroll Un1on Pres1dent 
and Honorary Prom Kmg. Johnny Long and hiS nationally known 2 l ·p1ece orchestra played from 9 until I. 
Chaperones: Judge James C. Connell, Mr. James T. Kilbane, Mrs. James T. Kdbane, the Rev. \X'dliam J. Murphy, S .J., 
Mrs. A. C. Jacoby, Mr. A. Jacoby, Mrs. Joseph T. Sullivan. Mr. Joseph T. Sullivan . 
One Hundred Thtrl)·m"ne 
Jameo; Nutt, Kathleen Corcoran, Ed .... ·ard l'vl cQutggan, Ethel 
Jones. \XItllt~m T l\lonro:o. Ge:~ldmc Rce~>c. Dougla. 
Burn~. ~nd Ros<'marr McQuiggan. 
Frank Lampe. M:~rr Lou Frank. r-..1:-\. J ohn J . Gaffnc)' , :1.nd 
John j. Gatfn•y. 
Peggy Weber, Photograph<'r Donald Ungar. Mary Small. and Rich:1.rd Joyce lead the way ... 
Rosemuy Kirchner :1.nd Annual Photographer John Prochaska . l\ l r)o j ohn Gallaghu, John Gallagher, Robert AndC1'son, and date. 
One Hundred Forty 
The Presiden tial Suire. 
Sen,ors on parade. 
Thomas Durkin, Kathleen Corrigan, James Hogue, 
Grace McMullen, Mary Ellen McCafferty, 
and Frank Cooney. 
David H ackman and Rosemary Malloy watch the 
coron:Hion. 
Ont• Hundrt·d Fori)' ·Ot1t 
On October 10, those Greener than Green were presented the friendly lund at the Annu.d Frosh 
\'<1rlcome Dance. Music by name bands (records to you) puc everybody m the mood co admit that 
even a freshman, lowliest creature on the Carroll campus, had possibilities of cvenwally rcceivin,_ the 
coveted tide of a "good man." High spirits were dampened by d .rcct wire results of the Xav1cr gJmc. 
Even the Boosters, sponsors of the play by play, experienced o:casional di slocated j.1ws when the sad talc 
of the scoreboard came 1n. 
Fj_rst to recover were the traditional wearers of t he Hac who looked down on the solid men of 
Carroll who doubted. Later reports told of che fight, the spirit, anJ the team pby displayed on forc1gn 
sod and gave body co the traditional Carroll war cry, "Wa1t 'till next year." 
On~ Hundr~d Ftlrly· tR·u 
-~~-- - -----
After long and involved deliberation, the Carroll Union decided that boys \viii be boys and men 
will be men and both will eventually meet women. After several committee meetings, the suggestion 
came forth rhat the Union should back any policy which would make it possible for that inevitable 
woman to be a Catholic woman. Then the Frosh concluded that a proper approach ro rhe many beautiful 
and eligible young things gracing the campuses of Ursuline, Norre Dame, and the Nursing Schools 
would be Mixers. Thus was the renowned Carroll institution born. After many Friday afternoon ses-
sions, the Mixer has def1n1tely become an integral part of Carroll ampus life. 
Between 0 ances. 
HALLOWEE 
A mammoth 
combined . h corn stalk surro d d Wit rh un e b 
the srage f e muSIC of J y pumpkins 
d or a harves . lm Sweeney ro 
ear youn h . t moon 111 rh h set 0 b g r mgs ar I e earrs of I 
cro er 3 I. , t 1C Halloween l f n e 
One /J undred r ort y-fou r 
n ormal on 
CAP.p.,O U- - \J N I 0 N -Y~,_;e; ~cM--'r:\.AllOWt:f:~ r 
From 75 of rhe most beautiful girls in town, Rita Buehrle, 
Ursuline junior, was chosen to reign at the Football Dance. 
Held at the Lake Shore Country Club on November 22, the 
ball climaxed one of the most successful football seasons Car· 
roll hos ever had . The sweet ond low was furnished by the 
Men of Murroy 1n the softly-lit main ballroom. Highlight 
of the evening was the presentH:on by Queen Rita of an 
autographed football to TCJm Coptain joe F;wgerousse. 
The Queen and her cohorts. 
\XIooden Soldiers and the China Dolls. 
The annual Christmas Show sponsored by the ational Federa-
uon of Catholic College Srudents and under rhe capable direction 
of Gene Ralph and Reggie Lyman was presented December 18 and 
19 on the un1vers1ty stage. Entitled "The Winter Revue,'' this 
musical featured youthful stage asp1rants from otre Dame, 
Ursuline , and john Carroll who combined the~r many and varied 
talents to produce one of the most successful variety shows ever 
presented at John Carroll. 
Let It Snow. 
One Hrwdred Forty-Iix 
Carroll Band men Carl Reese and J 1111 Sweeney With 
Gladys FischbJck and Lilhan Stro.,.an . 
Bands of Greater Cleveland colleges held their annual bJII on Saturday, December 6 at Cleveland College to celebrate 
the close of another marching season. The place WJS Cleveland College and the music was p!ayed for rhe experts by 
Casey Kriechbaum of Baldwin-Wallace. 
Siccing one out. 
The Class of '49. 
The high point of the winter social season was the Junior Prom held on the lOth of January 
at the Hotel Allerton . The huge Carroll banner served as a backdrop to Bob Pawe and h1s orchestra 
who filled the spacious Green Room with dance able music. The Grand M arch was led by J un1or las. 
President Jul Whelan and dare Eileen Hopkins. De~ring th e cour e of the evenin3 the juniors were 
entertained by the Fourflushers, members of the Jun 'or Cbss, who harmon1zed w.th popular barber shop 
quarter ballads. 
Ont' Hundr~d Forly-~ight 
OMM ITTEE 
Firrt RoJV: John J . Navin, 
Marian Havenstein, laire 
Granzier, Edward O'Mal· 
lev, Queen Eileen Hopkins , 
Class President Jud Whelan . 
eco11d Roll": Rosennty 
Morrelli , Mrs . Char I e s 
O'Brian, Patricia Hoban, 
Patricia Penton, J un c Sealy, 
Anne Re1die, Anne Marie 
Samn1on . 
Third RoJV: Joseph De· 
Grand:s, Charles O ' Brian, 
James Moran, John Smvthe, 
Kenneth Ryan, Robert Oro· 
ney, and Par McCafferty . 
Thomas McGovern, Mary McLaren, Kathleen Mul-
cahey, Rich Snider. 
Eileen Hopkins, Jud Whelan, Patricia Hob3n, 
James Moran, Marian Havenstein, John ]. 
avm, June Scaly, and Kenneth Ryan. 
VIrgmia Mullen, William Roscelli. Consrance 
Wdde, Regmald Lyman, MarJorie Dwyer, John 
J . Gaffney, Mrs. John J . Gaffney, John Bashold, 
Mrs. John Bashold, Mary Lou Frank, Frank 
Lampe. 
''Sons of Carroll, gather ncar hrr. . . ., 
Edward Hickey, Joan B•ker, Robert Gillis, Kay 
Costello, Shirley Fanner, Charles Srroffolino. 
Lois Francher. Lawrence lcGinley, Joh n \'(/hire, 
VIrginia Shea. 
One Htmdn:d Fvrt)·nine 
Sponsored by the Span1sh Club, the Mard1 Gras fea· 
tured floats prepared by the various school organiza-
tiOns. Elected Queen was f1ve-year-old Mary Ann Burke, 
Commerce Club entry, who smiled and smiled again to 
gam rhe throne over f1ve adult nvals. Float honors were 
shared by the Commerce Club and the Lntle Theatre 
Soc1ety. The mellow tones produced by the men of 
Sweeney and a colorful background of floats were the 
means to a worthy end of a d1fferenr g~od nme . 
Sciennfic Academy Float 
Our Htwthrd Fifty 
Queen Mary Ann Burke 
Lcs D a!o~ues Float 
Glee Club Float 
The Seniors Show the ex-GI at Home. 
The junior Class copped 
Stunt 1ghr H onors with 
a skit depictin).; the tragedy 
of Carroll re"istratlon. The 
I Wanna Join Up. 
Cool 'em off. 
Labor Gets It in the End. 
s:udents took their turn at 
bat on March 5 111 the 
auditorium. 
I"ll Never Smile Again. 
Any Spare Bones Today? 
One Hundred Ft/1) -one 
One Hundred Fr/t)·· tl:O 
As a student parades through these hallowed cor-
ridors, he cannot help notice the smooth operation of 
the university. This flawless functioning is due to the 
untiring efforts and unselfish services of our institu-
tion's patient employees. High scholastic achievement 
is the result of pursuing and absorbing the better 
literature which our university's librarians and salesmen 
readily supply. Future university scholars now in their 
happiest years will one day have the privilege of enjoy-
ing these fine surroundings. A little inclination of this 
very pleasant future in store for them is shown by 
dedicating to them this section which covers all phases 
of a student's activities. 
0 
n 
.. 
~ · 
-
-
-

Anncmonc Goffney 
22 111011ths 
The 
D an O wens and Tommie 
2 years 
Ouc- Hundred Ft/t) ·/ora 
Carroll 
john Fi nc~an and Kathleen 
17 111011/hs 
l1t[a1tt-ry 
I 
Maura LouiSe Corrigan 
9 mo11ths 
Steve and Greg Hawkins 
22 months and months 
Terry Kluchcr, 21 months 
Joe Fougcroussc and joe, 2 years 
Johnn•e Rower 
1 ) car 
Barrie and Tonnie Metze 
4 ) ears and 3 Jeors 
,, 
The Librnry Staff at Work 
The E>rthsh .• kcrs 
Ont' 1-/undred fl / l)'·<lght 
Mac was Voted D own 
].C.B.S.A. (John Carroll Baby-Sitter's Associarion) 
Ont> f-lundred Ft/t) ·ninr 
Onward 0 J • n ohn C 3rroll' 
I.> 
'·.1 . ., 
Mary Ann Consolo, Dea11's Office: Bernice Valentine. Secretary to the Oieticia11: Marion 
Code, Registrar's Office; Florence Raimer, Registrar's Office; Eileen Piwecki, Regislrar·s Office. 
Betty Fobel, Treamrer's Offia: Betcy Gocke, 
Secretary to the Purchasi11g Agt11t; O lga Garbo, 
Mimeograph Oepartmmt 
Ont' Hundrt d So.ty·otu 
Lorena Rueth, Mimeograph Department: Margie Collins, 
Father Murphy's Office. 
One Hundred Sixty-two 
witchboard: Rosemary Rocco, 
Mr. Michael ]. Vacarro 
PLACEMENT CENTER 
Situated in the Veterans Administration division of Rodman Hall, the Placement Center is helpful 
for many job-seeking Carrollices. Capably manager by the genial Mr. Michael ). Vacarro, this department 
of the administration has solved many a student's employment problems. Practically every type of white 
collar or open shirt position suited for men of college age has, at one rime or another, been offered 
to the students by the bureau . 
Veterans and seniors are offered the most promising positions, bur che entire student body has 
profited grearly by contacting Mr. Vacarro. In a preliminary interview, Mr. Vacarro inquires into che 
student's past experience and chen discovers his fucure ambitions. From chis informacion he can cell just 
what cype of employment would most suit che seeker. When a call comes, he informs the student most 
suited for che position of its availability . If the student is unable to take the posicion, a notice is posted 
on the bulletin boards. Anyone interested may then inquire and apply for the job. As a result the 
employer usually acquires a capable and efficient employee through the untiring efforts of the bureau ·s 
staff. Through che registration of one's name with the agency, the time-wasting practice of answering 
misieading help wanted ads in the daily newspapers has become antiquated. 
In its first year of operation, the Placement Center has proved to be a valuable asset and definite 
need to the school's proper functioning. Now entering their second year of operation , the staff members 
are formulating plans which will present more jobs co everyone. 
Om! Hundrrd i~t)'·thru 


PATRONS 
The Most Reverend Edward F. Hoban 
Bishop, Diocese of Clel'eland 
T he tvl ost Reve rend C. Hubert LeBlond 
B;shop, Diocese of St. Jose ph, M o. 
The Mos t Reverend James A. McFadden 
Bishop, Diocese of Y orm gstonm, Ohio 
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Barrett 
Mrs. Catherine M . Beckman 
Mr. W . G. Bernet 
Mr. and Mrs. H enry H. Blodgett 
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Bohn 
Mr. and Mrs. W. D . Callaghan 
Mrs. Will iam T. Cashman 
Mrs. John A. Coakley 
A Friend 
Dr. Farrell T. Gallagher 
Ont HrmdrcJ S ix t y-stx 
The Most Reverend Joseph P. Hurley 
Bishop, Diocese of St . A rr gru tine, Fla. 
The Most Reverend Floyd L. Begin 
A rt xiliary Bishop of Cln 'cland 
The Very Reverend Frederick]. W elfle, S .J . 
President , Joh11 Carroll 
Miss Josephine Gras elli 
H onorable and Mrs. Harry A. H anna 
Mr. Vincent S. Klein 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Knauf, Sr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Munley 
Mr. and Mr . H . M. O'Neill 
Mr. and Mrs. W . F. O'Neill 
Mr. and Mrs. Ed . ]. Rueth 
Mr. Henry Trenkamp, Jr. 
Honorable Lillian M. Westropp 
STANDARD and SPECIAL 
STANDARD WASHERS by the keg or carton- -
hand sorted to remove all scrap, slugs and miscuts. 
Over 10,000 sets of tools for producing Special 
Washers. Our experienced Tool and Die Depart-
men t is at your disposal for designing Special Wash· 
ers and Small Stampings to your exact requirement . 
Send us your blueprint or specifications. 
and SMALL STAMPINGS 
WROUGHT WASHERS 
LIGHT STEEL WASHERS 
THIN STEEL CARRIAGE WASHERS 
RIVETING WASHERS 
S. A. E. WASHERS 
STARTER LOCK WASHERS 
AXLE WASHERS 
MACHINERY BUSHINGS 
SQUARE WASHERS 
BRASS WASHERS 
MACHINE SCREW WASHERS 
COPPER WASHERS 
EXPANSION PLUGS 
TIRE BOLT WASHERS 
SPECIAL TAPPED NUTS 
BEVELED EDGE WASHERS 
CUP WASHERS 
BALL BEARING ASSEMBLIES 
STAMPING SPECIALTIES 
SPECIAL WASHERS 
AIRCRAFT WASHERS 
. from steel, bross, copp2r, 
aluminum, bronze or any 
othe r metal. 

Congratulations 
and a 
Challenge! 
WHEN YOU receive your diplomas on 
that day o f days, your emoti on s will be 
mi xed .. . pride in scholastic jobs well 
done regret at leaving the friend -
ships and associati on of your school 
days. 
But uppermost will be the anticipation 
and thrill o f stepping over the threshold 
cf youth into the waiting problems of 
the adu lt world . 
For it is truly to you, and to the 
youths in graduating classes all over the 
country, that our noti on will be looking 
fo r leadership in every field of endeavor. 
Whether you go on to further school -
ing, or directly into gainful employment, 
as citizens - to -be, the challenge is cast 
. the destiny of A merica is in your 
hands. 
Here at Wa smer we sincerely believe 
that you will accept this challenge with 
courage, and shoulder competently th~ 
burden of responsibility which will be 
yours when you graduate. 
WASMER BOLT & SCREW CORP. 
13000 ATHENS AYIENUE CLEVELAND, OHIO 
Ont H unbui Srx t y-mnt 
May your memories and love of the beautiful surroundings 
in which you studied and lived endure throughout your lives. 
A. C. Horn Company 
Established 1887 
Contracting and Building Materials Division 
Long Island City, N.Y. Cleveland Chicago San Francisco 
MILK - CREAM - BUTTEHMILK - COTTAGE CHEESE 
BUITER - CHOCOLATE DRINK 
The quality of all milk products 
depends mostly on the ability and 
sincerity of your milk dealer. 
Horten' s Dairy Products 
PHONE MElrose 1080 and 1081 
erving Better J1ilk Products for 48 l ' ears 
One Hundred St l•t nty 
Zell Company 
Whole sale Groceries 
TOBACCO 
-
CANDIES 
MOntrose 1680 
16250 Libby Road, Maple Heights, Ohio 
WOOOPEGKEA TEST /or Busy Executives 
A quick rapping (like a woodpecker) on the ceiling, walls, and windows 
of your office demonstrates on important fact: your're surrounded by 
hard moterio~s . . each one a sounding board that bounces NOISE around 
to tire out your nerves and lower your efficiency. 
That is why so many companies hove sound-cond;tioned their offices with 
AcoustiiCelotex- perforoted fibre tile that blots up noise. They report 
increased comfort for their people ... with fewer absences and less 
turnover. 
Your own noise problem moy be similar to some already solved by Acousti-
Celotex sound conditioning among more than 200,000 instal lations. 
We offer you a free analysis by trained sound technicians. 
The George P. Little Company, Inc. 
11 50 Leader Building Phone : MAin 8332 
IN CLEVELAND SINCE 1923 
ACOUSTI· CELOTEX 
... .. C>I: .... - "'"" u. ,.,.. o.. 
~~~~ 
MORE SOUND CONDITIONING HAS BEEN DONE WITH 
ACOUSTI-CELOTEX PRODUCTS THAN WITH ANY OTHER MATERIAl 
THE HUDSON FUEL COMPAN 
Coals of Established Dependability 
for Steam, Industrial and Home Use 
Phone VU lean J -4 J 00 For Quotations 
Glazier and Track Road Cleveland 4, Ohio 
{!aft 
FEDERAL PRINTING 
FOR • C)~ 
ALL-WAYS 
IN CLEVELAND 
----- -
Best Wishes To 
Class Of 1948 
A Friend 
----.- ________ ..!. ____ _ ______ --- --- - -
LOOK HERE ... 
ACCOUNTANTS 
• COLUMNAR WORK SHEETS (Pen Ruled, White, 
Buff or Eyease) ... WORKING PAPER FOLDERS 
... .AUDIT REPORT COVERS, PAPERS .AND EN-
VELOPES .. . CARBON PAPERS ... 9 RULINGS in 
buff or Eyease, II" SIDE PUNCHED for ring binders. 
AUDITORS SUPPLY CO. 
11010 ST . CLAIR AVENUE o CLEVELAND 8 , OHIO 
• • • 
We enjoyed tol<ing your portraits 
~ENRYl~MUfSi ~ P. (~-·· (f.< ~lft'i?lf.t' ·{:~:>·t.l.{ (.t~ (. roo .. 
PORTRAITS THAT ENDEAR AND ENDURE 
23 1-2 R1verside, On the T riangle 
Berea, Oh1o Phone 6650 
J. M. DIMDIA & SONS 
W·HOLESALE FRUITS, VECET AB~LES & GROCERIES 
• 
W e Specialize in Ca tering to 
HOTELS. RESTAURANTS & INSTITUTIONS 
• 
3016 Cedar Avenue 
PRospect 1919 PRospect 5190 
- - - - - - --- -
SUITS OF DISTINCTION-
EXPERTLY STYLED 
CANNON TAILORING 
COMPANY 
Complete Line 
FALL and WINTER 
Suits - Topcoats 
Overcoats 
NOW ON DISPLAY 
Good Clothing Requires Time in the Making 
Order Now! 
East Second & St. Clair-on the Mall 
Herman Pirchner's 
Alpine Village 
Cleveland's Theatre Restaurant 
• 
ALL-STAR SHOW 
DINNER SHOW - 7 :30P. M . 
SUPPER SHOW - 1 1 :30 P. M . 
• 
MAin 0209 
For Reservations 
Home of the Smart El Dorado Club 
If You Like The Best 
Ask For 
BIRELEY'S 
A Real Thirst Quencher 
5000 Prospect Ave. En 2850 
Est . 1875 
Ziechmann 
FLORISTS 
Growers and Designers 
of Quality Products 
Dalehurst 303 f Open Evenings 
2970 Warrensville Center Rd. 
SHAKER HEIGHTS 
THE 
GREAT LAKES 
FOOD SUPPLIES 
COMPANY 
Q11alit y 
Meats - Poultry - Fish - Groceries 
Catering to 
Restaurants - Hotels - Institutions 
600-620 Bolivar Rood 
CHerry 3330 
O rl t' I l und red s~ .. t~ni )'· J iX 
Our 62nd Year 
'"Sylvanna Brand" 
Hildebrandt's 
Meat Products 
ON SALE AT ALL LEAD ING 
MEAT M ARKETS A ND 
GROCERIES 
JOHN CARROLL'S OWN FLORIST 
FOR LAST 1 5 YEARS 
Corsages 
of UNUSUAL QUALITY 
and DISTINCTION 
BY 
BRUNSWICK'S 
10914 Carnegie Ave. 2002 Lorain Ave. 
GA. 4800 MA. 3 544 
22382 Lakeshore Boulevard 
RE. 0 200 
MEET YOUR FRIENDS 
AT THE ... 
N ex t to the Fa i rmount Theatre 
RIGHT ON YOUR 
SCHOOL CAMPUS 
234 f East 22nd St. MAin 3680 
The 
Gorman-Lavelle 
Plumbing & Heating Co. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
CONTRACTORS 
Plumbing Heating 
V entilating Air Conditi oning 
ComJJlimen ts 
of 
Champion Rivet 
Company 
• 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
UTah 1-3800 
The Gardner 
Cartage Co. 
• 
Movers and Erectors 
of 
Heavy Machinery - Boilers - Safes 
• 
GENERAL TRUCKING 
• 
2662 East 69th Street 
Cleveland, Oh io 
America's Finest 
LAND O'Ll\KES CR£1\MERIES. Inc. 
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO 
It 's A bsorbi11![! 
THE OHIO STORY 
Colorful dramas of your 
state . . . its post . . . its 
present . . its in teresting 
people . .. its interesting 
p!oces. 
WTAM 
MONDAY • WEDNESDAY • FRIDAY 
6:.'JO p. m. 
THE OHIO BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY 
HEINEN'S 
Food Jlfarla~ ts of Quality 
16708 Kinsman 
219S South Taylor 
• 
()UALITY - The Finest 
PRfCE- Always Right 
SERVICE 
n .v Clf'rk .~ of Ability, Jr' f'll1' raillf'tl 
" On lhe Move'' 
for Industrial Progress 
\Vinch Tr·u<·k s, Wirwh Tra<·tors, 
W i n ,. h Calerpillars, Carryalls, 
Pole Tnlilers, Semi and Four· 
Wheel Tr·ailer·s, Tnu·ks of % ·ton 
and up. 
Clevelond Cortoge 
12 7 7 E. 40th Street • Phone: ENd:cott 3 900 
CLEVELAND 
General T m e kin g, Machinery Dismantling, Tran s· 
portir1 g and Erectin g, Tru ck Leasing- All T y pes, 
Sin gle Unit s or Fleets. 
Cleveland 
Federation 
Of 
Labor 
JOHN F. BURNS, President 
W ILLIAM FI"-JNEGAN , Secretary 
Best Wishes 
To 
Class of 7948 
A 
FRIEND 
Murray Hill 
Excavating 
Company 
2902 Orange Avenue 
B. CONSOLO P. SELVAGG IO 
MAin 0921 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF THE 
Fairmount 
Theatre 
SHAKER HEIGHTS, 
OHIO 
Com pi iments 
of 
The 
Fairmount 
Center 
Co. 
TORIOHEET 
OIL 
BURNERS 
• 
• 
Compliments 
of 
Randall Park 
Racing Assn. 
• 
. 
COVERS 
for the 
1948 Carillon 
by the 
Mueller Art Cover 
& Binding Co . 
2202 Supe rior Avenue 
Cleveland Steel Products Corporation PRospect 2581 
RIBAR 
CARTAGE MOVING 
& STORAGE CO. 
• 
1515 Lakeview R·d. 
RA. 
CA. 
• 
9134 
6253 
JAMES W. McGORRAY JOHN J. O'MALLEY 
Prcsidet~l ccrc/ary-T reasurcr 
McGorray Bros. Co. 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS 
"As Old as 1870-as 
Modern as 1948" 
+ 
For rhree quarters of a century this 
organization has rendered im-
partial service to families in all 
walks of life, with painstaking 
care and efficiency. A capable staff 
co serve and execute every crust 
with perfection of detail, has won 
for us an enviable reputation. 
+ 
Lakewood Home - 14133 Detroit Avenue 
3040 Lorain Avenue ATlantic 9800 
NORRIS BROS. GO. 
• 
.Movers and Erectors 
• 
PRospect 2234 
• 
2138 Davenport Avenue 
Glenville 0278 
Lo Cooke &. Sons 
Stomping Co. 
Designers and Manufacturers 
of 
Stampings, Special Machines, 
Tools, Dies and Molds 
864 East 140th St. 
Cleveland, Ohio 
C>rt r 1/ urldn·d E r;;.ht y-um· 
FINE ARTS INSURANCE 
CHALICES, CIBORIA OR 
OTHER SACRED VESSELS 
ciPIIPrn> t/r p greate.~l rar p arrd 
tir e fuii Pst protPction . 
• 
THE JOS. A. KYSELA CO. 
Establis h e d 1913 
1720 Euclid Ave. Cleveland 15, Ohio 
MAin 8722 
ROBERTS 
COFFEE CO. 
• 
212 High Street 
Cleveland, Ohio 
• 
CH 3267 
• 
ROASTERS OF FINE 
REST AU RANT COFFEE 
011C' llu ndrtd Er~-:ht)" · tn o 
Contplin1en ts 
of 
O'NEILL 
Rood Construction 
Incorporated 
+ 
We ore proud that we se rve J ohn Carroll 
with many of its meats , poultry, fis h , etc . 
"Famous for Good Foods" 
THE BRANDT Co . 
PRospect 2313 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
+ 
HARRINGTON 
ELECTRIC 
co. 
Electrical Contractors 
719 Caxton Building 
MAin 6177 
The performance of Harsha w chemicals will confi rm 
your judgment in purchasing them . F or more than 
50 years the selection of Harshaw ch emicals has 
proved to be the correct choice for thousa nds of buy-
ers. • The H arshaw trademark symbolizes unvarying 
fir,t-line qua lity . It assures you that the Harshaw 
laboratories are striving for perfection and contin-
uously search ing for new developments . . . and that 
control laboratories in each H a rshaw plant guard 
carefully the quality of the products m anufactured. 
• You will make a correct decision ... exercise good 
judgment ... and help your,elf t o progress ... when 
you specify Harsha w chemicals. 
THE HARSHAW CHEMICALco. 
1945 E. 9 7th Sttot't, Cleveland, Oh10 
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
Clm130d • ChouRD • Cincinnati. Oelroil· HousiM • losAnRales • Philadelphi.! . Pill•burp ·New Vorl< 
* 
* 
,Adt•e rti siug 7)'fJog ra jJbe rs 
WIllS 
TYPESETTING 
COMPLETE 
COMPOSING ROOM SERVICE 
1104 PROSPECT AVE . 
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO 
CHerry 3620 
STRUCTURAL 
STEEL 
* ·fbu~N' 
~u!J~fn. 
&y~--
* WELDED STEEL 
ASSEMBLIES 
3319 East 80th St. C leve land 4, Ohio 
* 
* 
WEIDEMAN BOY BRAND Pure Foods 
Cmm ell Fruits 
aud J ·egetables 
Presert·Ps 
Condiments 
" Look for I he Boy'' 
For Sale IJy 
Your Independent 
Grocer 
mul 
All United Food Stores 
" lf"t' snlnt f' th ose stndP11 ts of }olrn Carrollwlro nrf' 
;, tl1f' Grndnntill f! Class of 191.8 
Cuyahoga County Carpenter's District Council 
CARL J. SCHWARZER, Pmidwt GEO. SHEWRT G, Sccrctmy 
Interior Decorators- Home Fur11ishers 
]!te STERLING & WELCH Co. 
JUS EUCLID AVE. • PROSPECT 7000 
Est. 1890 
GALl FLORISTS and GREENHOUSES 
formerly f:ICKHOFF FLOU.ISTS 
-· * 
CITY-WIDE SERVICE 
WAshington 3360 
21355 KINSMAN -
Opposite Highland Park Cemetery 
On~ Hur~dr~d Etghty·four 
"Pioors of 8f'nuty" 
BURK ASPHALT TILE FLOOR 
COVERING CO. 
ASPHALT T l LE - RUBBER - CORK 
RECREATION ROOM - OFFICES - STORES 
15455 Euclid Avenue 
GLenville 3248 
C ompfiments of 
The 
Cleveland 
Switchboard 
Company 
Cleveland 
Ohio 
• 
The Chemical Rubber Co. 
D istr ibutors of 
LABORATORY SUPPLIES 
SCIENTIFIC EQU IPM EN T 
REAGENT CHEMI CA LS 
Publ sh ers c f 
th (' rr·orld Famo u s 
'HANDBOOK of CHEMISTRY and PHYSICS' 
A com p rehensive compi lo t1on o f 
Scient i fi c Da ta 
Ma thematica l Tables 
Technica l Information 
2310 Supe rior Ave. Cleveland, Ohio 
Compliments of Your County Officials 
KEEP GOOD COUNTY GOVERNMENT 
BY RETAINING 
JOH N F. CURRY 
JOHN J . PEKAREK 
COUNTY COMM ISSION ER 
FRANK T. CULLITAN 
COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
LEONARD F. FUE RST 
CLERK OF COURTS 
JOSEPH M. SWEENEY 
COUNTY SHER IFF 
DONALD F. LYBARGER 
COUNTY RECORDER 
JOHN J . BOYLE 
COUNTY TREASURER 
ALBERT S. PORTER 
COUNTY ENGINEER 
DR. S. R. GERBER 
COUNTY CORON ER 
DEMOCRATIC TICKET 
Bottled By The 
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co . 
of Cleveland 
Greetings 
from 
F ranees P. Bolton 
Congressman 
22nd District 
WOMEN'S FEDERAL SAVINGS 
& LOAN ASSOCIATION 
320 Superior Avenue 
M ISS CLARA E. WESTROPP 
[ xec . Vice Pres. and Sec. 
C ong ratLLlations 
To Class Of 7948 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
HAVARD 
LUMBER CO. 
Com p liments of 
WHITEWAY 
STAMPING CO. 
1160 East 222nd Street 
KEnmore 5900 
EUCLID, OHIO 
On(' uudrcd Er[:.h i )' -JJX 
BRUSCTNO 
CONS'fll UC'ffON 
CO. 
17309 Madison Avenue 
ACademy 5566 
Glen Valley Farms 
DA IRY PRODUCTS 
11616 Union Avenue 
LOngacre 9091 
J.ACOB L_AUB 
Baking Co. 
4919 Lorain Avenue 
MElrose 4530 
Julius Koreck~o 
BUILDE RS 
3658 Rolliston Road 
WAshington 9164 
Compliments 
of 
The Pearl Road Lumber Co. 
5115 Pearl Road 
Florida 1438 
BEST WISHES TO GRADU ATES 
OF 1948 
Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Peppard 
BEST W ISH ES TO CLASS 
OF 1948 
Grove Products Co. 
52 13 Euclid Aven ue 
The Progress Radio Supply Co. 
Compl e te Stock of 
RAD IO AND ELECT RO NI C SUPPLIES 
413-415 Huron Road 
CHerry 5630 Cleveland 15, Ohio 
R. J. PLATTEN 
CONTRACTOR 
Scronton & West 25th Street 
SHadyside 5727 
ROOT 
PURE BEESWAX CANDLES 
The greatest advance in candle making in 
70 years Free samples to Pasto rs . 
The A. I. ROOT Company 
Medina, Ohio 
The Penn Sanitary Laundry & 
Dry Cleaning Co. 
Recog nized for Quali ty 
840 East 93 rd Street 
Liberty 6270 
When you o re in need of a nything in drug s, 
you con be qui te su re to ge t it 
a t SH ERWOOD 'S 
SHERWOOD'S 
The PRESC RI PTION Druggist 
Rose Building CHerry 3280 
2064 East 9th Street 
SCHWANE ' S 
Dress Suit Rental Co. 
We Rent Full Dress, Tuxedo, Cutaway 
235 Old Arcade 
MAin 5856 Cleveland 
Best Wishes to 
GRADUATING CLASS 
OF 1948 
LAWRENCE 1\RTH 
GREETINGS FROM 
Congressman 
MICHAEL A. FEIGHAN 
and 
Judge 
EDWARD F. FEIGHAN 
MODERN 
TOOL &. DIE CO. 
5389 Settlement Road 
Clearwater 6410 
Establ1 shed 1849 
The Northern Ohio Plating Co. 
M. COSTER CT SONS 
Exp~rt Plating of All Kmds 
1193 Woodland Avenue 
Three Generations of Service 
The Millard, Son & Raper Co. 
FUNERAL Dl RECTORS 
Two Convenient Locations 
FAIRHILL HOME- Fairhill at East Blvd. 
CARNEGIE HOME- Carnegie at E. 1 05th St. 
Advertisers - Publishers 
ALLIANCE PRINTING CO. 
6964 BROADWAY AVENUE 
Michigan 6571 
Broadsides, Catalogues, Envelopes, 
Circulars, Folders 
ALEX J. GRUSZKA, Proprietor 
CRANE Co. 
Valves, Fittings, Fabricated Pipe 
Heating and Plumbing Material 
• 
611 5 Carnegie Avenue Cleveland, Ohio 
THE SMITH FACING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
Manufacturers of 
RAD IANT FOUNDRY FACINGS 
Pulverizers of 
GRAPHITE - CARBONS - PITCH , Etc . 
Office and Mill : 
1857 Corte r Road Cleve land, Oh io 
THE LEONARD ELECT'RIC 
MANUFACTURING CO. 
Manufacturers of 
SWITCHBOARDS, PANELBOARDS and 
SAFETY SWITCHES 
3907 Pe rkins Ave. Cleve land, Ohio 
FAirmount 1529 
THE LEE ROAD ELECTRIC 
2268 Lee Road 
Refrigerators - Ranges - Ironers 
Washers - Wiring 
RCA Victor Telev ision Sets 
Compliments 
o f 
C . E . FI~ OOD 
li HNITURE RENTAL CO. 
Compliments 
of 
DAN DEE 
PRETZEL & POTATO CHIP 
COMPANY 
Compliments 
o f 
_A Friend 
JOHN I. NUNN COMPANY 
FUNERAL HOME 
2041 Ea st 89th Street 
CEdar 1464 
JOHN I. NUNN A. W . HANS 
Best Wishes to Graduates 
o f 1948 
CLEVELAND LADDER CO. 
13921 Aspinwall Avenue 
Gle nville 2064 
"GOOD THINGS TO EAT' 
MANNERS 
DRIVE- IN RESTAURANTS 
CLEVELAND 
CLEVELAND'S FINEST ORCHESTRAS 
FOR EVERY OCCASION REQU IRING 
GOOD MUSIC 
N Clint BWalt o OBLE- ERGNER RCHESTRAS 
Fidelity Building - l 0 A. M . to 5 P. M . 
MAin 8019 
NOW- First in Quali ty, First in Service 
COLLEGIAN DRY CLEANERS 
13435-37 Cedar Road 
Cl ave land Heights 
For Prompt Pi ckup and Delivery 
CALL 
FAirmount 7323 
Avoid Traffic - Park Safely 
THE TERMINAL GARAGE CO. 
Vehicle Entrance: 
40 Huron Road 
Ont Hundr td Nwr t y 
R. T. MONROE 
BUILDER 
2315 Allison Read 
FAirmount 9348 
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS 
PETER BYRNE 
ROOF ING CONTRACTOR 
828 East 141 st Street 
Glenville 0473 
13EST WI SHES TO THE CLASS 
OF 1948 
Charles Cook Sheet Metal 
& Furnace Works 
536 East 152nd Street 
Glenville 7650 
BEST WISHES 
from 
FAIRNIOUNT 
SHOE REPAIR 
QUALITY and SERVICE 
Fairmount Theatre Bldg. 
C. CORDARO 
BEST WISHES 
from 
ST. ANN'S 
MATERNITY HOSPITAL 
3904 Woodland Avenue 
KILROY STRUCTURAL 
STEEL CO. 
ENG INEERS and FABR ICATORS 
OF STEEL FOR ALL PURPOSES 
8500 Unio nAve., Penn. R.R. 
Cleveland , Ohio 
CHAS. W. THOMAS 
Air Conditioned Funeral Home 
Invalid Cor Service 
CHAS. W . THOMAS JOHN A THOMAS 
12512 Miles Avenue 
Diamond 2515 
WHERE COLLEGIANS CONGREGATE 
MOE'S 
BAR and BEVERAGE STORE 
11428-30 Euclid Avenue 
SWeetbriar 1664 
Stop at .. . 
CROSS - ROADS 
13962 Cedar Avenue 
In the Warrensville -Cedar Shopping Center 
Food- Delicacies 
Beer and Wine to Go 
OLLIE RHODE FAirmoun t 9705 
THE B. & B. 1\UTO GLASS 
COMPANY 
Safety Gloss 
SPECIALISTS 
ENdicott 2790 7220 Carnegie Avenue 
Compliments 
of 
REIDY BROTHERS CO ~ 
FURNITURE, FLOOR COVERING 
AND APPLIANCES 
11730 Detroit Avenue 
BOulevard 0697 
THE RELIABLE 
STEEL PLATE CO. 
• 
2330 East 79th Street 
ENd icott 2630 - 31 
SMITH'S RESTAURANT 
r a mous fo r Fine Foods 
Choice Liquors 
VI SIT OU R NEW LOUNGE BAR 
22305 Lake Shore Blvd. 
Euclid, Ohio 
c L E v E LA N D I LIND 
WINDOW SHADE • 
OHIO'S LARGE~F~~o~~·SHADE PLANT I QU 1ST 
Manufacturers and Cleaners of All 
Kinds of Washable ond Linen 
Window Shades 
NEW SHADES PUT ON YOUR PRESENT 
ROLLERS 
Manufacturers of 
VENETIAN BLINDS 
METHOD 
OF CLEANING 
WINDOW 
SHADES 
PUTS ~EW Ll FE 
7409 Wade Pork Ave . EN . 3340 IN SHADES 
1908 19~8 
THE 
MAHER 
FUNERAL HOME 
12019 Woodland Avenue 
Jr1 ith, for Your Convl'niPII('P, Ft111Pral 
/lomP FarilitiPs AvailaMP at 
13145 Euclid Avenue 
and 
On the West Side 
CEdar 4500 
MRS. HARRY T. MAHER - JOH~ F. MAHER 
Lloyd P. Jones 
6820 Euclid Avenue 
HEnderson 2323 
Chyrsler-Plynioulh Dealer 
HAVE YOUR NEXT CLASS PARTY 
OR BANQUET AT THE 
TASTY -SHOP 
UNIVERSITY ROOM 
10550 Euclid Avenue CEdar 3545 
INCOMPARABLE 
For C leaning 
FLOORS 
WOODWOR K 
PAINT 
and 
FURNITURE 
Sold Everywhere 
A C Exterminating & Chemical 
Corporation 
ComtJil•t(• Pest Control St>r vi(·(• 
EXTERMINATING 
FUMIGATING 
SAFE! .l'IODERN! 
Discoid Method Cyanide Fumigation 
GUARANTEED MOTHPROOFING 
PROM PT EFFIC IENT SERV ICE 
1603 St. Clair Avenue MAin 3338 
• Fin e Quality Foods 
Since 185 3 
The \Vm . l ~dwunls Co.- ClevPiancl 
CEdar 4961 
L. V. Prohaska 
Precision Optical Dispe nsing Company 
YOUR OCULIST PRESCRIPTION 
CAREFULLY AND ACCURATELY 
FILLED 
9915 - 17 Euclid Avenue 
Best Wishes To 
Class Of 7948 
Joseph P. Sullivan 
The FLYNN- FRO ELK Co. 
Funeral Directo rs 
FUNERAL HOM ES 
13104 EUCLID AVENUE 
Southeast Corner of Alvison Road 
13032 EUCLID AVENUE 
Southwest Corner of Alvason Road 
Glenville 8297 
K. N . BANNON R. W . M cCLEOD 
THE KURTZ DRUG CO. 
BOulevard 2200 
14715 Detroit Avenue 
Lakewood 
Riester & Thesmacher 
Company 
SHEET METAL PRODUCTS 
1526 West 25th Street 
CHerry 0154 
THE 
KALIL 
COMPANY 
Sewer and Water Main 
CONTRACTORS 
4161 West 150th Street 
Clearwater 3848 
BEST W ISHES 
CEDAR- CENTER 
RECREATION 
Cedar at Warrensville Center 
ER. 1515 
Congra tulations to 
CLASS OF 1 948 
CEDAR-TAYLOR 
CARACE 
13485 Cedar Avenue 
Compliments 
of 
A. VISCONSI 
THE ART 
OF PRINTING 
h as hecom e t h e h ear er o f th e most n oble in 
th e two g r eat spher e. o f intelligence and 
sentiment. of m ental r esea r c·h and cr eative 
imagina tion . m ankind has atta ined and l ett 
t o post erity as an everlasting bl e sing. 
DOLESH BROTHERS, INC. 
PRY . TER S 
3530 Trowbridge Ave . 
Compliments 
of 
Cleveland 
THE 
UR SU LINE 
NUNS 
Complimen ts 
of 
CATHEDRAL LATIN 
SCHOOL 
Compliments 
o f 
CE-FAIR TAVERN 
1 2405 CEDAR ROAD 
MAin 2593 - 2594 
" A Safe Bet Buckeye Has It" 
The Buckeye Office Supply Co. 
PRINTING - ENGRAVI NG 
OFFICE SUPPLI ES 
1 3 51 Onto rio Stree t Engineers Bldg. 
Complimen ts 
of 
Baum Ice Cream Co. 
1404 Abbey PRospect 7662 
Compliments of the 
Cleveland Crane & Engineering 
Company 
Wickliffe, Ohio 
HEnderson 7265 HEnde rson 7 266 
C. P. BRICKMAN & SONS 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS 
7 204- 7208 Superior Avenu e 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
KRAEMER WINE CO. 
WHOLESALE ONLY 
CHerry 3638 2442 Professor Street 
Best W ishes From 
St. Ann's Maternity Hospital 
3904 Woodland Avenue 
Com pi iments o f 
A FRIEND 
ATLAS LAUNDRY, Inc. 
LAUNDRY ond DRY CLEAN ING 
5416 Detroit Avenue MElrose 8100 
LAKESIDE 
STEEL IMPROVEMENT 
COMPANY 
HEnderson 91 00 
MURPHY'S GARAGE 
1418 Rockwell Avenue 
CHerry 3915 
The Stillwater Clay Products Co. 
Monufocturers of 
VITRIF IED CLAY PIPE 
General Office : 3334 Prospect Avenue 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
SALAZ'S DAIRY PRODUCTS 
2 7 2 I East 90th Street 
CEdar 0729 
Compliments of 
DR. G. H. MICHEL & CO., Inc. 
MICHAEL F. RINI 
UPHOLSTERING 
17708 Woodbury Avenu e CLearwater 5216 
WHITE FRONT PROV. CO. 
2624 Detroit Avenue 
Wagner's Complete Food Market 
II 005 Ash bury Avenue 
GArfield 8281 
Compliments of 
A FRIEND 
Compliments of 
CLEVELAND BLUE PRINT & 
SUPPLY CO. 
J. P. McCARTHY 
REAL ESTATE 
2961 Mayfield Road FAirmount 6363 
Best W ishes From 
Judge Frank D. Celebre%%e 
FOR DUPLICATORS AND SUPPLIES 
Phone: EX. 603 0 
Alpine Ribbon & Carbon Co. 
6710 Superior Avenue Cleveland 3, Ohio 
CUJe have made a 
Specialty 
of Publicafi'ons 
and flzey lzave made 
SpecJaiJ'sfs 
of us 
The Riehl Printing 
Company 
1312 Ontario Street Cleveland, Ohio 
MAin 4177 MAin 4175 MAin 4176 
One Hundred 1\'wcty-six 
SENIOR DIRECTORY 
ALBERSTADT, John W. 
ALLANSON, Gerald R. 
AMATO, Joseph M. 
AMES, James K. 
ANDERSON, Harry C. 
ANSBRO, Thomas J. 
ANSBERRY, Jay T. 
BAGLEY, Robert J. 
BAYLIFF, Ethan J. 
BARON, Robert L. 
BARRY, .John J. 
BARZEN, William J. 
BECK, Harry P. 
BEIS, George A. 
BRIGGS, George 0. 
BOWER, John V. 
BROWN, Charles T. 
BROWNSON, Robert H. 
BRUGEMAN, William j. 
BURKE, Frank D. 
BURNS, William M. 
BUSH, John S. 
CASEY, Richard R. 
CAWTHORNE, Raymond E. 
CLAUS, William N. 
CLIFFORD, Lawrence .J. 
COAKLEY, Joseph C. 
CODOL, Charles A. 
COLEMAN, George M. 
CONSOLO, Angelo A. 
CONWAY, Neil J. 
COONEY, Frank E. 
COOPER, John J. 
CORRIGAN, Edward F. 
CORRIGAN, John T. 
CORRIGAN, William H. 
CUNNEEN, Edward T., Jr. 
CZERNICKI, Joseph ]. 
DI1TOE, Ralph E. 
DOLINAK, Joseph J . 
DONNELLY, James ]. 
DUFFY, John J. 
DUHIGG, James T. 
DUHIGG, William J. 
DURKIN, Thomas M. 
3001 Reed Rd. 
3023 Edgehill Rd. 
I 3 70 Coath Ave. 
20521 Edgecliff Dr. 
1102 W. Woodruff 
48I I Edsel Dr. 
13 20 Bunts Rd. 
93 May Court 
R.F.D. No. 6 
561 E. !lOth St. 
16309 Clifton Blvd. 
1735 Shaw Ave. 
2899 E. I 04th St. 
219 -42nd St. 
16502 Edgecliff 
I0806 E. Mt. Carmel 
13408 So. Parkway Dr. 
38 Ont Hill 
I 197 Melbourne 
2625 Dartmoor Rd. 
2425 So. Linden Ave. 
7136 Deveny Ave. 
2701 Division Ave. 
56-26th St. 
3903 Lockwood 
4 3 Birckhead Place 
2656 Berkshire 
Walden Ave. 
391 E. 152 St. 
I 349 E. 94th St. 
3 3 I I W. I I 1 St. 
I 0809 Eliot Ave. 
I 0802 Bernard Ave. 
2290 Ogontz 
1586 E. I 15th St. 
17633 Howard Ave. 
13414 Earlewood 
3306 Daleford Rd. 
2080 Lewis Dr. 
1801 Charles Rd. 
8023 South Pavlino 
2636 E. Overlook 
2636 E. Overlook Rd. 
1235 E. 85th St. 
Eric, Pa. 
Cleveland Heights 
Cleveland 
Euclid, Ohio 
Toledo, Ohio 
Lyndhurst, Ohio 
Lakewood, Ohio 
Chagrin Falls, Ohio 
Wapakoneta. Ohio 
Cleveland 
Lakewood, Ohio 
East Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Sandusky, Ohio 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Garfield Heights 
Abingdon, Va. 
East Cleveland 
Cleve land Heights 
Alliance, Ohio 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Wellsburg Brooke, Va. 
Toledo, Ohio 
Toledo, Ohio 
Cleveland H eights 
Jefferson, Ohio 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Lakewood, Ohio 
Cleve land 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Shaker Heights 
Lakewood, Ohio 
East Cleveland 
Chicago, Ill. 
Cleveland Heights 
Cleveland Heights 
Cleveland 
SENIOR DIRECTORY 
FARROW, Robert L. 
FAUCHER, Edward F. 
FICKES, .John R. 
FLEMING, William P. 
FORHAN, Thomas E. 
FOUGEROUSSE, Joseph J. 
FOY, Andrew K. 
FUERST, Norman A. 
FURZ, Joseph 
GAFFNEY, .John J . 
GALLAGHER, Thomas C. 
GA YIN, John F. 
GODANSKI, Edward R. 
GUNSCH, Leonard I. 
HAND, Joseph L. 
HANNAN, Charles E. 
HARMON, Thomas E. 
HAUCK, William F. 
HILL, William E. 
HOGAN, Francis ]. 
HOGUE, .James E. 
HOHL, Donald G. 
HOPKINS, William P. 
HORAK, Yaro M. 
HUMPHREY, Richard L. 
HURLEY, Edward ]. 
JOHNS, Frey C. 
JONES, James V. 
JOYCE, Peter J. 
KALLA, Paul J. 
KASTELIC, Robert L. 
KELLY, Thomas W. 
KENNEDY, James N. 
KENNEDY, John S. 
KERN, Francis A. 
KERTIS, Andrew J. 
KIEWEL, Walter J., Jr. 
KILBANE, James P. 
KILBANE, John ]. 
KIRCHOFF, Donald L. 
KNAUF, Frederick C. 
KNOBLAUCH, George M. 
KRAINCE, Francis E. 
KRAKA WIAK, Gene T. 
KUTA, Frank J. 
One Hundred Nin<IY·<ight 
19609 Lomond Blvd. 
1516 N. Menard 
I 021 Riverside Ave. 
8048 So. Marshfield Ave. 
2188 Richland Ave. 
2768 Loop Dr. 
3566 Winchell Rd. 
14931 Shore Acres Dr. 
4429 Ardmore Rd. 
17305 Madison Ave. 
120 Grove Place 
1299 Warren Rd. 
1241 7 Brighton Ave. 
3525 W. 54th St. 
2615 Division Ave. 
17467 orthwood 
4691 E. 90th St. 
10816 Clifton Blvd. 
2547 Baldwin 
16016 Caledonia Ave. 
7700 Berry Ave. 
9405 Hough Ave. 
4047 Conover Rd. 
9608 Holton 
1834 Hayden Ave. 
4081 E. I 40 St. 
2304 Belvoir Blvd. 
477 E. !25th St. 
1731 Wymore Ave. 
3810 Memphi Ave. 
5087 Stanley Ave. 
I 777 Don well Drive 
4240 N. Kildane 
4077 E. 78th Sr. 
3001 So. Union Ave. 
3206 E. 140 St. 
8700 Evergreen Dr. 
3303 West Boulevard 
9513 Lardner Ave . 
83 Belleclaire Dr. 
3217 Livingston Rd. 
3378 East I lOth St. 
3797 E. 71st St. 
7326 Broadway 
Shaker Heights 
Chicago, Ill. 
Wellsville Col., Ohio 
Chicago, Ill. 
Lakewood, Ohio 
Cleveland 
Shaker Heights 
Cleveland 
South Euclid, Ohio 
Lakewood, Ohio 
Utica, N.Y. 
Lakewood, Ohio 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Lakewood, Ohio 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
University Heights 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
University Heights 
Cleveland 
East Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Maple Heights, Ohio 
South Euclid, Ohio 
Chicago, Ill. 
Cleveland 
Chicago, Ill. 
Cleveland 
Parma, Ohio 
Cleveland 
:=leveland 
Rochester, N. Y. 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
SENIOR DIRECTORY 
LANDERS, Charles F. 21347 Srrarford Rocky River, Ohio 
LA VRICH, Frank G. 6209 Edna Ave. Cleveland 
LENNON, John J. 7934 Hermitage Chicago, Ill. 
LEONE, Parrick E. 7701 Superior Ave. Cleveland 
LEOVIC, William J. 842 E. 144rh Sr. Cleveland 
LEWANDOWSKI, Ernest A. 9805 Sladden Garfield Heights, Ohio 
LINNERT, Alamor W . I 5 71 4 H unrmere Ave. Cleveland 
LOGSDON, Maurice F. R. F. D. No. 4 Upper Sandusky, Ohio 
MacDONALD, George E. 1399 E. 95rh Sr. Cleveland 
MALONEY, John R. 3448 Surron Rd. Shaker Heights 
MARTIN, Huberr C. 14620 Birchwood Cleveland 
MARTIN, Rollin C. 15706 Norway Ave. Cleveland 
MASTERSON, James D. 1506 Ridgewood Lakewood, Ohio 
MASON, William E. 414 E . I 15 rh Sr. Cleveland 
MATIA, Richard F. I 206 E. 84rh Sr. Cleveland 
McCANN, Thomas E. I 0808 Mr. Carmel Cleveland 
McDEVITT, Anrhony F. 635 Norrh 12 Reading, Pa. 
McGEE, Raymond J. 305 W. 23rd Sr. Lorain, Ohio 
McGURR, Francis J. 179 Oakdale Ave. Akron, Ohio 
McKENNA, John A. 1537 E. 93 St. Cleveland 
MILSON, Roberr C. 134 Ziegler Ave . Buder, Pa. 
MONROE, John J. 2847 Berkshire Rd. Cleveland Heights 
MULDOON, Edward M. 505 N. Michigan Chicago, Ill. 
MUNLEY, Robert J. 15615 Delvey Ave. Cleveland 
NELSON, Paul J. 1388 Holland Nahoning, Ohio 
NOVICKY, George J. 3142 W . 114 Sr. Cleveland 
O'BOYLE, Andrew F. 673 Lakeview Rd. Cleveland 
O'BRIEN, Paul R. 822 Harvard Sr. Akron, Ohio 
O'BRIEN, Thomas M. 1465 West Clifron Lakewood, Ohio 
O'CONNOR, William M. 7018 South Sangamon Chicago, Ill. 
O'DONNELL, Vincent 
.J. 3114 W. 99 Sr. Cleveland 
O'GRADY, Eugene P. 2049 W. Blvd. Cleveland 
O 'NEILL, Joseph E. 144 Broadway Youngstown, Ohio 
PALERMO, Anthony 2054 E. 125rh Sr. Cleveland 
PALKO, Joseph A. 1013 Harwood Bakerfield, Pa. 
PICCUT A, Andrew T. 205 W. Wabash New Casrle, Pa. 
PICKLOW, Francis E. 11011 Buckeye Rd. Cleveland 
PINGSTOCK, Richard 
PLENT, John C. 2828 Corydon Rd. Cleveland Heights 
POLACHEK, Stephen 2076 E. 88rh Sr. Cleveland 
POLINEK, Charles 3309 E. 137rh Sr. Cleveland 
QUINLAN, John F. 13409 Forest Hill East Cleveland 
RANKE, Richmond G. 2850 Derbyshire Cleveland Heights 
RA YNAK, Thomas V. 2495 Apple Lorain, Ohio 
RINK, Bernard C. Long Road Lorain, Ohio 
Ont' Hundrt'd Ninny-nint' 
SENIOR DIRECTORY 
ROGALSKI, Frank B. 2830 Chestnut 
ROSE, James V. 64 Brady Court 
RUDDEN, Patrick J. 12438 Auburndale 
RUTKOWSKI, Casimer .J. 8504 Wade Park Ave. 
SATOW, James R. 6185 North Canterbury 
SCHNEEBERGER, Leonard 673 E. I 09th Sr. 
SCHNEEBERGER, Robert F. 673 E. I09th Sr. 
SCHWEINBERGER, Robert F. 247 Maple Ave. 
SEXTON, Francis ]. 
SHAW, Harold W. 
SIEFERT, John P. 
SKRHA, Joseph W . 
SMITH, Ced L. 
SMITH, George R. 
SMYTH, Donald W. 
SNIDER, Richard J. 
SNYDERBURN, Donald E. 
SOBIECH, Casimer A. 
SOCOTCH, John J. 
SPACKMAN, Thomas 
SPATH, Richard J. 
SPRINGATE, Daniel 
STAPLE, Edmund W. 
STRICKER, John A. 
SULLIVAN, James W. 
SUKYS, Julius P. 
SZOROOY, Ernest A. 
TALTY, Marrin C. 
THORNTON, Thomas A. 
TUCKER, Charles ]. 
TURNER, Clifton B. 
VANCE, Dan H. 
VITOU, John J. 
WALDRON, Patrick H. 
WALKER, Joseph D. 
WALKER, Lorenzo A. 
WALTERS, Robert J. 
WEISS, Raymond T. 
WHITE, Robert E. 
WILLIAMS, Edward C. 
WILLIAMS, Robert C. 
WITTER, Ralph J. 
WOODMAN, Robert 
ZANNONI, Michael D. 
ZAROBELL, Robert J. 
2627 Meadowood 
707 W. Main Sr. 
2912 Corydon Rd. 
6341 N. Sheridan Rd. 
1975 Wyandotte 
South Shore Inn 
170 Wodhill Or. 
I 0510 South Highland Ave. 
3396 E. 139 Sr. 
4074 E. 79th Sr. 
5713 Cass Ave. 
6801 Euclid Ave. 
546 E. 107 Sr. 
3912 Buechner 
1745 Wymore 
3308 DeSota 
6802 Superior Ave. 
2772 E. I 18th Sr. 
2256 Feneick Rd. 
2632 E. 61 St. 
No. 11-902 Nineteenth St. 
17011 Hillsboro 
3460 E. 93rd Sr. 
683 E. !15th Sr. 
1550 SOM Center Rd. 
10106 Parmelee 
16907 Lucille Ave. 
3281 Cedarbrook 
33 Swift 
2124 Overbrook Rd. 
2124 Overbrook Rd. 
2049 W. 89th Sr. 
3347 West Boulevard 
4956 E. 89th Sr. 
Toledo, Ohio 
Sharon, Pa . 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Parma, Ohio 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Slippery Rock, P:1. 
Toledo, Ohio 
Geneva, Ohio 
Cleveland 
Chicago, Ill. 
Euclid, Ohio 
North East, Pa. 
Amherst, Ohio 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
East Cleveland 
Cleveland 
East Cleveland 
Cleveland 
University Heights 
Cleveland 
San Diego, Calif. 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Auburn, N . Y. 
Lakewood, Ohio 
Lakewood, Ohio 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Two Hundr<J 
The Riehl Pnnt ing Co. ~· Clevela nd 13 . Oh10 




